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White House:
Man shot outside mansion
By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Students in Lynda Coleman's class at Calloway County High School were busy Monday taking semester exams. With
the establishment of the youth services center, the students will be provided information about a variety of educational opportunities.

Grant makes center reality
Funding means
youth center
reality for CCHS
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
In the past, the work done by the Calloway County
Family Resource and Youth Services Centers was primarily directed to elementary and middle school students and their families.
•
Thanks to a $21,800 grant awarded by the Cabinet for
Human Resources, Calloway County High School will
have its own youth services center.
"I was notified last Friday that our grant application

for a center had been approved," said CCHS Principal
Jerry Ainley. "We had been short in the past couple of
years on the number of students eligible for free
luriOls„,sich is the basis upon which the grants are
awaiZed."
In order for a school to have a center, at least 20 percent of its student population must qualify for free
lunches.
"We will be looking forward to getting the center
started," Ainley said. "The center will help provide a
link between us and the families."
The. new center is expected to open in early 1995.
Part of the Kentucky Education Reform Act, the centers
identify those who need assistance and provide the
necessary resources.
"I think the family resource and youth services centers have probably been some of the most influential
components of KERA," said Calloway Superintendent
• See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — A man, said to
have been running toward the White House
brandishing a long knife or machete, was
shot today by police in the third shooting
incident at or near the executive mansion in
two months.
This time, no shots were aimed toward the
White House.
The incident occurred about 9 a.m. EST.
President Clinton was in the Oval Office at
the time. An aide said he was informed but
that no changes were made in his schedule.
The man shot was taken to a hospital.
Rich James, spokesman for George
Washington University Hospital, said the
man was in critical condition and was undergoing surgery.
He was wounded once in the chest and
once in right leg, he said.
James described him as a black male, estimated to be in his 40s or 50s.
He apparently was one of the homeless
and protesters who live year-round in Lafayette Park across Pennsylvania Avenue from

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Faced with having no communication service, Murray-Calloway County Disaster and
Emergency Services Rescue Squad officials
arc trying to figure out what to do.
Chief Ronnie Burkcen said the unit will
have a dispatch operation, but he declined to
discuss what that will be.
"We have a lot of options," he said.
The unit is currently served by Murray
State University Public Safety, which has
provided the service free-of-charge for more
than two years.
However, director Joe Green announced
Monday that his department will no longer

erwSPIMINI8W•cadw-

the White House.
Others who live in the park described him
as a Los Angeles native known as Marsalino
who first showed up in the park two or three
months ago.
Maj. Robert Hines of the U.S. Park Police
said the man was running across Pennsylvania Avenue when officers stopped him.
"There was a struggle," Hines said.
"They told the man to drop his knife two or
three times. The man did not drop his knife,
so he shot him.
III See Page 2

dispatch the unit because, of the liability.
Green was referring to a controversial
incident Saturday and what he called "continued bad moves on the part of DES."
The incident in question involved the possible search for a missing person.
According to Burkeen, pagers were activated notifying all volunteers to attend a
"special meeting" at its headquarters on
Spruce Street Extended.
Allen Jones, a member of the squad and a
relative of the 28-year-old woman presumed
to be missing, called_MSU Public Safety and
informed the dispatcher of the situation.
• See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
After 14 weeks of searching,
North Elementary's Site-Based
Council has selected a principal.
Margaret .Cook, principal at
Cooper-Whiteside Elementary
School in Paducah, is expected to
assume her new duties sometime
in January.
"We were really pleased to get
the quality of applicants we
received, especially .during the
middle of the year," said Sharon
Arant, council member.
Arant said the council visited
Cooper-Whiteside, which provided them with additional
inform tion.
"We feel really good about our
choice," Arent said. "We feel she
matched most closely the ideals
set by the North community and
she is very child-oriented."
Cook has been the principal at
Cooper-Whiteside since 1993.
Prior to the intermediate and
primary schools combining, she
served as a teacher on special
assignment. She has 17 years
teaching experience.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & T,mes pho'n

INTERNATIONAL YULETIDE: Students at Southwest
Elementary celebrated Christmas Around the World Monday with
holiday activities from various countries such as Mexico, Germany
and England. Music teacher Tina Young helps P3 students select
goodies from a Mexican feast.
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(Park Police)

North council hires
Paducah principal

The message was transmitted
through the U.S.-led U.N. Command Military Armistice Commission, which oversees the 1953
truce between the two Koreas
from the South Korean side.
By casting the issue as something to be resolved by the
United Nations and North Korea,
Washington hopes to avoid highlevel contacts with the communist government in Pyongyang.
Several countries, including
China, have been asked to
intervene with North Korea on
behalf of the United States, U.S.
officials said.
The last U.S. radio contact
with the helicopter indicated the
pilot believed he was still in
South Korea, when in fact he was
about 3.5 miles inside North
Korean territory, a senior Pentagon official said .Monday.
Heavy snow had fallen the
night before. U.S. officials have
speculated the pilots may have
become disoriented because the snow may have covered navigational placards on the ground and
made landmarks difficult to
identify.
A senior Pentagon official said
Army Gen. Gary Luck, commander of the 36,000 U.S. forces in
South Korea,_ has stopped all
OH-58 pilots from the lost chopper's battalion from flying in the
border area where the helicopter
strayed.

Maj. Robert Hines

DES considers options

Negotiations are
ongoing for pilot
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
U.S. officials pressed North
Korea to return a captive American pilot and the body of his colleague during a half-hour meeting
today at the Korean War truce
village of Panmunjom.
The U.S. military, meanwhile,
was revising procedures for
flights along the Korean border to
avoid similar incidents.
The aviators' unarmed observation helicopter went down
Saturday in North Ka.-ea after
they became disoriented and
strayed into North Korean air
space while on a routine flight,
U.S. military officials have said.
It is still not clear whether they
were shot down or made an
emergency landing.
Today, U.S. officials met with
North Koreans to try to win the
release of Chief Warrant Officer
Bobby Hall of Brooksville, Fla.,
and the body of Chief Warrant
Officer David Hilemon of Clarksville, Tenn.
American officials gave the
North Koreans a statement
requesting details about Hall's
condition and asking for the
immediate return of the pilot and
his dead colleague, said U.S. military spokesman Jim Coles. The
North Koreans provided no new
information and the United States
has asked for another meeting as
soon as possible, he said.
"The positive thing is they
acseited the message, Coles

"All we know is that our
officers tried to stop him as he
got to the edge of the White
House sidewalk."

•

"We feel she
matched most closely the ideals set by
the North community
and she is very
child -oriented."
Sharon Arant
(Council member)
move," she said. "I don't mind
the drive."
Cook was introduced Monday
to the faculty and staff at North.
"They seem very friendly and
genuinely excited about having a
new principal," Cook said.
"Everyone seems interested in
what is happening for the kids."
As a principal. Cook is no
stranger to the Kentucky Education Reform Act.
"1 think that KERA has
prompted us to take a look at
what we are teaching and how we
are teaching it," she said. "I think
for many years teachers have
been doing good things in the
classroom. Under KERA, a lot of
fine-tuning is going on."
When Cook begins her new
job, her goal is to become familiar with the school.

"My parents are originally
from Calloway County and in
essence, this is like coming
home," Cook said.
Although she and her family
reside in Paducah, Cook said she
will be available at any time.
"I'm not going to hurry and • See Page 2
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•DES...
FROM PAGE 1
Jones said he asked the dispatcher to call Burkeen's personal pager and brief him on the possible search.
Because Murray Police Department has jurisdiction in such a
matter, records indicate that
officers were called to take a
missing persons report at 6:58
p.m.

Burkeen said he was informed
.Of the situation and ordered the
page for the "special meeting" at
6:38 p.m., according to police
records:
Burkeen said volunteers waited
on "stand by" at headquarters in
case they were needed feir a
search.
"We can't figure out what we
did wrong," he said. "We just
met at our building."
Jones said Monday night that
he was not acting in his capacity
as a rescue squad member when
he requested DES's assistance.
He said he was with the family.
-who was

fit
Fine Foods

Happy
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tour business and
friendship has been
vreatly appreciated.
...Id Boyd, Ronnie Melvin
and Families
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taking care of her 4-year-old
child, when the unit was called.
Jones and Burkeen said that an
actual search never began.
But police question why one
member was reportedly responding to the call with emergency
equipment in operation.
Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins said it is not necessary to
drive with lights and sirens on
when en route to such a request.
According to an affidavit filed
by the MPD dispatcher on duty,
Bill Parker, one rescue squad
member responding to the page
reportedly driving with lights
and sirens activated.
Parker's statement indicates
that a resident complained to Calloway County Fire-Rescue Chief
Greg Cherry that an automobile
traveling with lights and sirens
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Annual
Holiday Rooms
We're busy preparing for our annual Holiday Room at all
three banking locations. So,-plan to be our guest and enjoy
some delicious punch, hot coffee and your favorite cookies on
nrcember 22 & 23 during banking hours.

PUBLIC MEETINGS
The following upcoming
meetings are open to the
public:
WEDNESDAY
•Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments — special
session at noon at Murray
City Hall.
THURSDAY
II Murray City Council
— 5:30 p.m. at Murray
City Hall.
IN Calloway County
School Board — special
session at 7 p.m. at the
board office.

•North ...
relieved and thrilled to hear about
the high school. If we could identify more students on free
lunches, the grant could
increase."
The family resource center
opened its doors Aug. 14, 1992.
Although it is based at East
Elementary; it.serves all three elementary schbolls. The FRC
grant is $90,000, which pays staff
salaries, as well as daily operating expenses.
The youth services center at
CCMS opened in January 1993
and has a grant ut 546,400.
--The- county school district
chips in to provide support for
both of the centers in areas such
as electricity, telephone bills and
.
transportation.
Ainley said the high school
center will have a coordinator,
but he will have to meet with
assistant superintendent Dr. Nancy Lovett to discuss the various
options.
The most immediate stumbling
block is finding a place to put the
center.
"We are maxed out with students right now and we have the
highest population we have ever
had," Ainley said. "We are looking forward to getting it started,
but we will have to find adequate
space."
Rose said that space is always
a problem, regardless of how big
a building is.
"I'm sure we will find something suitable and get this center
going," he said.

FROM PAGE 1
"He refused to drop the knife.
He was close enough that the
officer felt threatened."
Hines said the two shots were
fired by park police.
"We don't know what started
it," he said. "All we know is
that our officers tried to stop him
as he got to the edge of the White

For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Sate Money

UPS

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5
753-2380

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
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For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance,

Santa will be visiting
our Main Office lobby.

Ross Insurance Agency

Here is his schedule:

FROM PAGE 1
"I want to very quickly get to
know the faculty, staff and students," she said. "I plan to continue the tradition at North."
Calloway Superintendent Dr.
Jack Rose said he is pleased with
the council's selection.
"I think considering the time of
year, we were able to move relatively quickly to make a selec.tion," Rose said. "The council
worked hard and I am very
impressed with the new principal.
"She has a lot of experience as
a teacher and a principal and K.
think she has a really good-understanding of people and children,
as well as a good command of
what is happening in KERA."
Cook replaces Ronnie Walker,
who resigned in September to
accept a position at the Calloway
County Board Office. He had
been principal at North for 11
years and with the school for 20
years.
Tom Buchanan, a retired
superintendent, had served as
interim principal following Walker's resignation.
Three of Calloway's schools
had new principals kicking off
the school year including Jim
Sloan at Southwest Elementary,
Patsy Whitesell at East Elementary and Cloyd Bumgardner at
Calloway County Middle School.

•White House...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

court, is directly accountable to
that governmental body.
'Although the unit has the sante
name as the county's Disaster
and Emergency Services — coordinated by Peggy Billington — it
is not the same organization.
Billington, who is appointed by
the judge/executive, said she has
no more control over the DES
Rescue Squad than she does any
other emergency service.
"We just have the same name,"
she said.
Billington said her duties
involve coordinating activities
among all emergency agencies —.
including DES- Rescue Squad
"They are just another entity in
the big wheel," she said.

Because the DES Rescue
Squad is the "county-recognized
rescue s- quid," Burkeen is hoping
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court can provide assistance.
"As a county agency, they (fiscal court) ought to provide something," Burkeen said.
But Judge/Executive J.D. Williams, who is facing a $3.9 million debt to construct a new jail,
said there simply is no money
DES
available
for
communications.
"We can't add money to anything," he said Monday afternoon. "We've got all we can
handle-- right
DES Rescue Squad, which was
established in 1985 by the fiscal

•Grant...

Murray
Ledger & Times

You're Invited To Our...

I

on nearly ha his vehicle.
According to Parker, the caller
assumed the vehicle was that of a
volunteer firefighter. Therefore
he called Cherry to complain and
give him the license plate
number.
Parker said in his affidavit that
the plate is registered to a DES
member, and that CCFR had no
fire calls at that time.
However, the volunteer rescue
squad member said Monday
afternoon that he does not have
sirens on his personal vehicle and
said he did not use flashing lights
when driving. to headquarters.
Nevertheless, Green said MSU
will cease dispatching services
Jan. 5.

House sidewalk."
%le of the man's friends, Walter ayegory Jackson, said "he
left due to police harassment"
about a month ago, then returned
two weeks later.
Police closed off Pennsylvania
Avenue, one of the city's main
thoroughfares, after the shooting.
It was the third shooting incident at the White House in two
months.
Eyewitnesses said that the
man, wearing a tan coat, was
brandishing what appeared to be
a machete. They said he appeared
to be excited and was walking
toward 4three policeman with a
knifelike object on the sidewalk
immediately in front of the White
House.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
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Pick 4
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MURRAY POLICE
Dec. 1
•Richard L Blaney, 28, Riley Court, was arrested and
charged with criminal possession of a forged instrument,
receiving stolen property over $300 and third-degree burglary.
According to reports, Blaney allegedly entered the Need Line
office, located in the George Weaks Community Center on
Poplar Street, stole, forged and attempted to cash a check on
Need Line's bank account
MISDEMEANOR SUMMARY
The following arrests were made charges filed or citations
issued from Nov 27 to Dec 10 driving under the influence —
2: shoplifting — 4, alcohol intoxication — 3, disorderly conduct
INVESTIGATIONS
The followingOcidents were reported between Nov. 27 and
Dec. 10: business theft — 1; business vandalism — 5; residential theft — 19; residential vandalism — 3.
CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT.
Nov. 30
•Melvin Shupe, 19, Main Street, was arrested on a warrant
charging him with five counts of second-degree forgery
Dec. 1
•Charles Michael Morris, 20, Shady Oaks Mobile Home
Park, was arrested on a warrant charging him with seconddegree assault.
Dec. 6
•Jeff Williams, 24, Mayfield, was arrested on a grand jury
indictment charging him with one count of first-degree rape
and two counts of second-degree rape
Der— 16
•Carrie J. Arneson, 31, of Bensenville, Ill., was charged
with driving under the irifluence following a one-vehicle accident at approximately 12:12 a.m. on Ky. 94 East. According to
reports, Arneson told police she was westbound when a deer
ran out in front of her car. The vehiple left the roadway and
traveled 306 feet before coming to rest on the passenger side.
Arneson and and a six-year-old boy were both treated for possible injuries. Both were wearing seatbelts, according to
reports.
MISDEMEANOR SUMMARY
The following arrests were made, charges filed or citations
issued from Nov. 30 to Dec. 18: driving under the influence —
5; possession of drug paraphernalia — 1; possession of marijuana — 1; contempt of court — 9; attempting to elude police
— 2; reckless driving — 1; being a fugitive from justice.— 2;
fourth-degree assault (domestic dispute) — 3; fourth-degree
assault — 1; hindering apprehension — 1; probation violation
— 3; disorderly conduct — 1; driving on a suspended license
— 1.
INVESTIGATIONS
The following incidents were reported between Nov. 30 and
Dec. 18: business theft — 2; business vandalism — 1; residential theft — 2; residential vandalism — 1.

Whitfield stumping
in First District
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Ed
Whitfield, who soon will take
office as Kentucky's 1st District
congressman, is still on the road
more than a month after the end
of the campaign.
Since defeating U.S. Rep. Tom
Barlow in the Nov. 8 election,
Whitfield has visited 24 of the
district's 31 counties to learn
more about industries, projects
and issues important to its
400,000 residents.
"It is necessary after an election to maintain contact ... to
learn more about the major problems and concerns," Whitfield
said. "I'm learning more about
the needs of the constituents."
On Monday, he visited the
Co. paper mill in
Westvaco
4,11,...
Wickliffe and the Information
ge Park in Paducah. He also has
' ' ed the Paducah uranium
--enrichment plant operated by
Martin Marietta as well as other
industries in the region.
Since the election, the only
time that Whitfield has been out
of the district was during three

weeks of orientation sessions in
Washington.
On Jan. 4, he will be sworn in
as the first Republican to represent western Kentucky in the
U.S. House since the Civil War.
Whitfield said the more he
learns about the district's needs
and concerns, the more convinced
he is that he was fortunate to be
appointed to the House Energy
and Commerce Committee.
"The committee has wide jurisdiction that touches many of the
industries important to the district," he said.

)

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— A soldier who served with a
pilot killed in a helicopter crash
in Korea says his assignment
there was a hardship because of
mountains, winds and weather.
Chief Warrant Officer Terry J.
Fagan said the two pilots who
went down in the crash apparently were flying over newly fallen
snow, which can make it hard to
navigate.
Fagan said Chief Warrant
Officer David Hilemon's widow
is' ceping---"as -wen as can be
expected for someone who has
just lost her husband and her best
friend."
Fagan said he visited with
Bent Hilemon after news of Hilemon's death in Saturday's crash.
Another soldier, Bobby Hall of
Brooksville, Fla., survived.

North Korea said it shot down
an "enemy" helicopter on its
side of the border. U.S. military
officers acknowledge the pilots in
their last radio message gave
their position as a spot- in South
Korea when they actually were
elsewhere.
Fagan, a fellow helicopter pilot
who served briefly with both men
in Korea, described Hilemon's
expertise as "without question."
Fagan talked with reporters Monday at Fort Campbell.
Hilemon and Hall had been in
South Korea only 43 days as part
of the contingent of 37,000 U.S.
soldiers. Each had put in more
than 1,000 hours flying U.S.
Army OH-58C helicopters.
Fagan said Hall and Hilemon
were replacement pilots for the
unit that Fagan had been serving
with.
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NORWALK
FURNITURE

Frustrated by trying to find
the colors and patterns
you want? Norwalk
Furniture offers just what
you're looking for'with
your choice of over 1000
fabrics and leathers.
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*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
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Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
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Looking for a gift for
that "hard to buy for"
person?
Let us help with your last
minute shopping!
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So come in and relax!
Norwalk Furniture
has what you want,
when you want it,
with delivery in just

35 days.

New York Times Bestseller
Hardback & Paperback Books

25% Off
Bargain Books

30%-60% Off
Large Selection Of Children's

Books.

MSU Jackets, Sweatshirts,
Caps, T-Shirts, etc.

University Bookstore
Open Monday-Friday 8-6, Saturday 9-6
Sunday 1-6

LARGEST SELECTION
REAL LEATHER

OF

ANYWHERE!

ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, December 21st
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JCPenney

Murray

% OFF

30

'Must Present
Coupon

You choose the item - we'll take 30% off the regular price!
One item only. Just in time for the holiday!
(Does not include gift certificates, catalog,styling salon, gift wrap,fragrances, sale, clearance Items, or Smart Values
May not be redeemed for cash, used for payment on account, or In combination with any other JCPenney coupon.)
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JCPenney

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

FURNITURE,INC.
103 South 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621 • Hours: 8-5 Monday-Saturday
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Government may
be going broke;
strong letter follows
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government may be going broke in
35 years or so. Strong letter follows.
That's about the message of a commission that spent a year looking for answers to the long-term problem of entitlements — automatic government spending on payments to individual Americans
— but couldn't settle on a detailed plan to cope with the prospect
of worse woes ahead.
And not for lack of effort. Sen. Bob Kerrey, the Democratic
chairman of the panel, tackled those politically perilous issues,
including changes in Social Security, while he campaigned and
won re-election in Nebraska.
Now, Kerrey said in a telephone interview, he intends "to build ,
a mini-crusade" to gain public understanding and support for
action, for steps the commission couldn't agree upon. A tall order,
Kerrey acknowledges, ty...a.Troblem that can only deepen unless
something is done.
He had hoped for a consensus to put the commission behind a
specific set of proposals on entitlement and tax changes to rein in
deficits and keep both entitlements and general government solvent, if less generous, in the 21st century.
Instead, the members of the commission voted to send a letter to
President Clinton and the leaders of Congress warning that "tough
action is needed sooner rather than later."
It isn't the Sirst time a high-powered panel bearing a presidential
seal has tried(Lashart a course out of the swelling entitlement costs
and budget deficits facing the nation in the decades ahead. President Reagan had one; it ended in deadlock. Indeed, Clinton held a
summit on entitlement costs earlier in his term, in keeping with a
pledge he'd made for a vote on his budget.
Again, the upshot was talk, not action.
Indeed, the new Republican leaders of Congress insist that Social
Security changes are off the table, although they seek to curb entitlement spending on items like Medicaid and food stamps.
Nor is the White House about to take on long-term Social Security reform, despite the warnings of the system's trustees, three of
them Cabinet members, that the trust fund will be exhausted in
2029.
White House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta said the president had
made clear that he was not going to touch Social Security, "and
we're not."
Clinton created the Bipartisan Commission on Entitlements and
Tax Reform at the urging of Kerrey, who delivered the vote that
saved his 1993 budget and tax plan in the Senate.
It got the franchise to seek solutions, and a year to do it, but
Kerrey said it got no real push, from the White House or Congress.
The cliche is that Social Security is the "third rail" of politics:
Touch it and die. Kerrey did, and won in Nebraska, with 55 percent
of the vote ,in a Republican year.
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Don't forget the music
According to a recent report on
National Public Radio, young musiMAIN STREET
cians are still studying at the conservatory in Sarajevo. One of the
stalwarts interviewed for the report
is a girl of 18 who is determined to
become a concert pianist in spite of
Constance Alexander
odds stacked heavily against her.
Ledger & Times columnist
When she describes her strict
regimen of practicing three hours a
day,she confesses -- as if somehow
guered citizens. No trees arc'left chemotherapy managers to muster
ashamed -- that she just cannot
standing, and any wood or other her strength to attend a Christmas
manage any more than that. When
material that might be burned for party. No less than the young
the reporter asks why, the young
fuel has been stripped from bomb- woman from Sarajevo, she too is
woman talks about the unrelenting
tom, abandoned buildings through- under siege. As she edges up to the
cold and its effect on even the most
out the city.
door, a walker makes her gait slow
ardent musician. "I know I must ' Cold settles Rs an icy shroud and deliberate. There is no doubt,
practice more than that to achieve
over Sarajevo, but in spite of it ten
however, that she will get to where
my dream," she admits, but her
young people continue to attend she is headed on her own steam.
voice trails off, and I imagine that
music lessons at the conservatory.
Whcn she removes her coat, a
she fills the silence with a shrug that The piano is hopelessly out of tune
dramatic weight loss becomes appasays she has not yet found a way to
and probably beyond repair, but rent; and when she takes off her hat,
do that, but she will.
when the young woman who is her bare head is perfectly smooth
As outdoor temperatures plum- determined to become a concert
and round. Other guests hover
met and sources of fuel dwindle,the
pianist plays Chopin's "Fantasie around her like anxious guardian
citizens of siege-ridden Sarajevo are Impromptu" for the radio reporter, it
angels, but she reassures them with
locked in a daily struggle to keep
becomes clear -- if only for an
a radiant smile.
themselves and their families alive.
instant-- that grit and creativity can
With the onset of winter, meager transcend the crippling cold.
Once settled in a comfortable
gardens no longer supply greens.
Just days after hearing this news chair, her walker propped next to
The marketplace is deserted, store
report, I come face-to-face with
her,she answers questions about her
shelves are empty, and a blockade another stunning example of cour- health and chronicles the assaults of
prevents even the most basic essen- age, this one closer to home. A
her illness matter-of-factly, the way
tials from reaching Sarajevo's belea- friend who is in the midst of someone might recite a train schc-
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THE ONE FROG,
'AND I'LLTURN INTO A
HANDSOME
'
MINCE!

KISSED

There is no doubt in my mind that
these two women -- one in Sarajevo
and one in Murray -- will survive
and flourish. There is something in
the voice,something in the eyes that
conveys it.. Two womep in two very
different parts ofrthe ‘yorld, both of
them unflinchingly facing the challenge of a lifetime.
These are important stories to
ponder as we approach the winter
solstice. It is a time for reflection on
things past and present; a time to
balance the books and weigh light
against shadow. Forget last-minute
Christmas shopping,cards not written, packages not wrapped. This is
the darkest time of the year; if you
can bring light to yourself and
others,do it. Bring gifts of love and
friendship for warmth. And music.
Voices raised together in joy and
hope. Don't forget the music.
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Orphans get view offuture

Something strange is going on. I
keep reading and hearing why it's
foolish to consider orphanages as a
haven for abused and neglected
children.
But he could gain no such mandate on the commission, where it
Mostof the objections come from
would have taken 20 votes of the 32 members to come up with a
social workers, editorialists, carspecific set of recommendations for entitlement and tax changes.
toonists, TV talkers and White
- Instead, the product was a multiple choice of rival proposals as
House experts on everything that
time ran out and the commission shut down on Dec. 15 — that and
ails us.
the letter to Clinton saying that few easy or popular decisions are
They might be right. I'm conavailable to deal with a budget crunch that will only worsen after
vinced that soon nobody will be
the turn of the century. It did make one fairly specific recommentalking about orphanages. It's one of
dation — that major spending and tax decisions should be looking
those issues that flares, is kicked
toward the impact well beyond the customary five-year budget winaround by politicians and pundits,
dow, to a 30-year time frame.
then fades away.
That's far short of what Kerrey and the Republican vice chairBut I should 'mention that I also
wanted.
They
advoDanforth
of
Missouri,
retiring
Sen.
John
man,
keep hearing from people who think
to
70,
Security
retirement
age
cated a gradual increase in the Social
orphanages aren't as bad as critics
curbs on the growth of both that program and Medicare, limits on
describe them.
popular tax deductions, and other stiff steps for long-term solvency.
These people aren't experts, since
That doesn't resemble the political agenda for 1995. Clinton and
they haven't run for political office,
the newRepublican leaders of Congress are advocating competing
don't have degrees in sociology and
tax cuts, for immediate impact, not solutions a generation or more
aren't paid to broadcast their
away.
opinions.
However, they do know someIronically, the commission that couldn't settle on proposals was
thing about orphanages because
all but unanimous on an grim interim report warning that by 2012,
they lived in them.
entitlement and interest spending will consume all the revenues the
Every mail delivery brings me
government takes in, and by 2030, entitlements alone will take it
letters from someone like Lomita
all. Without action, the panel said, the deficit would swell from the
Hull Howland,of Venice, Fla., who
current 2.3 Percent of the nation's economy to 18.9 percent.
wrote:
"This is an issue where it's only a matter ortime,7 Kerrey said.
"Maybe you never heard of the
"There are a lot of issues you can sort of avoid. This one you ' Indiana Soldiers and Sailors Childcan't."
ren's Home,in Knightstown, Ind. It
was great for most of us. My father
So Kerrey is making it his cause, without much encouragement.
died when I was 9 years old. My
"This is a presidential commission," he said. "I'm still trying to
mother had five little kids and no
schedule a meeting with the president to report the results."
money or answers.
"Someone told her about the
home, and two months after my
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
father's death, Ave,were there. We
, columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washingwere well fed, clothed, educated
Ion and national politics for more than 30 years.
and disciplined. Most of us appreciate what was done for us. We'
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SO THE f•AIDDLECLASS MAIDEN

dule. She reports that she has six
more greuling months of chemo she
does not look forward to, but even
as she confesses her anxiety her
voice does not waver. She's feeling
much better now,thank you,and her
upbeat tone and vivid red sweater
are bright signs of an indomitable
spirit.

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
graduated from high school and those from the president's wife,
turned into decent people, along referring to the notion of allowing
with many hundreds before and kids whose family can't support
them to be placed in orphanages as
after.
"I go back for an annual reunion. 'absurd and unbelievable.' If she
We laugh and talk and remember likes to toss those words about, she
could more properly apply them to
and it is our family."
Or Gene Farmer, of Montague, her silly health-care plan."
And Curtis Kennedy,a lawyer in
Calif., a writer and professor of
Denver:
political science:
"During the early '60s, I spent
"I grew up in the Illinois Soldiers
and Sailors Children's school, near some time in a church-run 'orphanage in Dallas. During the years I was
Bloomington, III."
"The'Home,'as it was called, was institutionalized, I considered mydefinitely not something out of a self unfortunate and, most often, I
Dickens novel. It was self-con- _was unhappy."
tained, with a farm, hospital, power
"Yet. I was surrounded by good
plant, bakery, clothing warehouse, people and conditions which foschurches, gymnasium, swimming tered a very healthy perspective on
pool and a grade and junior high
self-esteem and 'the golden rule."
school. Those in high school went to
"I am most certain my experience
University High in nearby Normal.
in the orphanage wasa whole hell of
The emphasis was on education."
a lot better than the more tragic
"How did the orphans do after consequences I would have suffered
they left? Pretty damn good. In the
had that particular safety net not
cottage group I grew up with (from 'been available."
age 3), one has a Ph.D., two have
"I join in the chorus for a return of
M.A.s,and at least halfa dozen have established 'enhanced orphanages,'
other B.A.s. My cottage can boast of
where tens of thousands of kids can
a college professor,a couple of high
be safe from the sheer terror, humilschool teachers, a Treasury agent, iation and perverse gross neglect
and a comedy writer for television." inflicted upon them by so many
"You can understand why I take dysfunctional 'families."
umbrage at idiotic remarks, such as
Sol Zatt, of Long Beach,Calif., a

journalist:
"The Hebrew Orphans Home in
North Philadelphia was on acres of
landscaped grounds and farm land,
a white-columned Georgian facility
that housed 250 of us unfortunate, unwanted, nobody-caredabout children."
"We had a baseball diamond,
basketball court,tennis court,swimming pool, classrooms, library, infirmary, gymnasium and locker
rooms. Not bad for a poor bunch of
kids orphaned by death, from broken homes, near-delinquents and
other outcasts."
"We were encouraged to learn
and read a lot, to walk tall and be
proud of who we were. I became a
journalist. There were some who
became doctors, lawyers, nurses,
taxi drivers and learned trades..."
"Newt Gingrich's orphans should
be so lucky."
But as The New York Times
pointed out in an editorial Monday:
"The act of institutionalization often
harms (the children's) social and
psychological development."
On the front page of the same
paper was the story of Garland
Hampton,a Milwaukee boy, whose
mother went to prisortfor killing her
boyfriend.
He went to live with his grandmother. Trouble was,grandma once
blew away the father of two of her
children. And an uncle killed two
Cops.

Now Garland, 15, is in jail for
murdering another teen.
You just can't beat that good old
family social and psychological development.
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CCMS has shirts on sale
Calloway County Middle School has t-shirts and sweatshirts which
display a design created by Bryce Miller, a middle school student, on
sale. These shirts would make excellent Christmas gifts and are priced
at $10 for t-shirts and $14 for sweatshirts. Bryce's drawing was the
winning entry in the school wide contest which encouraged students to
exhibit their artistic talents as well as pride in their school. Money
from the sales will be donated to the Middle School.

Quilt Lovers' party is tonight
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Each members is
asked t.q. bring ksalad and a serving utensil for that salad. The committee members will provide beverages. Also members should bring a
handmade Chrisunas ornament to exchange, but the ornament does not
have to be made by the member. Eva Hopkins suggests members bring
Christmas items for Show-and-Tell. In previous years, requests have
been made for the recipes of salads prepared by the members. If you
would like to share your salad recipe, please give a copy to Ann Landii for use in future newsletters.

Caledonia Society plans event
The Murray Caledonia Society will have a tea honoring Trudy Morris, the founding and outgoing president of the society, on Sunday,
Jan. 8, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the fellowship hall of St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach Streets, Murray. All Caledonians are invited
to attend as well as any members of the Murray State University Choir
who are presently in Murray.

Richer Life plans Nashville trip
The Richer Life will be traveling to Nashville, Tenn., on Saturday,
Jan. 7, for the performance of "Crazy for You," winner of the 1992
Tony award for the best musical. It's a show with comedy, romance,
dancing, dazzling sets and costumes and songs by George and Ira
Gershwin. Price of the trip will be $62. For more information or to
book your reservations, call Martha Covey at 753-1893.

One By One plans events
One by One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist Church will
meet Thursday, Dec. 22, at 6:30 p.m. at the church. The group will
attend a movie. One by One is an ecumenical outreach of the First
United Methodist Church. All singles are invited with no fees or dues
charge. For information call Joan at 753-8196.

Hospital retirees will not meet this monTh
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will not have a meeting in December because of the holidays. This
is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former employees.
For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at
753-3517.

Oaks ladies' bridge on Wednesday
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Dec. 21, at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Ada Roberts,
753-2259.

UDC Chapter will meet Wednesday
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Wednesday, Dcc. 21, at 1 p.m. in the home of Mary Davis.
Each one should bring a $2 gift for exchange. All members are urged
to attend.

CWU Songfest at Fern Terrace

vee

;Aro.
••••••

Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have
its monthly songfest on Wednesday, Dec. 21, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge. All churches in the city and county are urged to participate in this special event.

•
•

Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Clark

Dodd and Clark vows
Lee-Flickinger wedding
are said at Reno, Nev.
Angela Brown Dodd of Murray and Nathan Clark of Vallejo, Calif.,
were married in a private ceremony on Friday, Nov. 25, 1994, at
Reno, Nev.
The bride is the daughter of Pamela Thompson of Murray and Freddie Brown of Florida.
She is the granddaughter of Bobby Joe and Euplc Lee of Almo,
Ronald and Joyce Thompson of Louisville, and Willie D. Brown and
the late Magaline Brown of Dexter.
The groom is the son of John and Marie Clark of Mu,rray.
He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. William P. Powers of
Owensboro and Mr. and Mrs. Martin A. Clark of Owensboro.
The new Mrs. Clark is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now a nursing student at Murray State University.
Mr. Clark is now serving in the United States Navy at Vallejo,
Calif. He has the rank of E-4. A 1989 graduate of Calloway County
High School, he also attended Murray State University.
The bridal couple will later be residing near his Navy base in
California.
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The Murray Tourism Commission is now gathering information for
the calendar of events which will appear in the 1995 Murray Visitor's
Guide. This will include non-profit, open-to-the-public events for the
months of March through December in 1995, including such events as
exhibits, theater productions, and annual events. The calendar will be
included in the Visitor's Guide, the main source of tourist information
for the city of Murray. Contact Kasey Beckham•at the Murray Tourism Commission office, 753-5171, to include community events in the
1995 Visitor's Guide. The deadline to submit events and dates is Jan.
13, 1995.

vows to be said Dec. 29

Jennifer Michelle Lee of 308 Andrus, Murray, and Brian John
Flickinger of 909 Bee Creek Dr., Murray, will be married Thursday.
Dec. 29, 1994, at 6 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Woman's Club House. Invitations will be sent.
Miss Lee is the daughter of Michael and Linda Lee of 308 Andrus,
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Howard and Monique Siskoff oir
Taylor, Mich., and Virginia Hicks of Clarksville, Tenn.
Mr. Flickinger is the son of Gary and Marilyn Flickinger of Rock.
ford, Ill. He is the grandson of Charlotte Flickinger of Lanark, Ill,
and Alma Schmidecamp of Shannon, Ill.
The bride-elect is a 1994 graduate of Murray High School and is a
freshman accounting major at Murray State University. She is employed at Sirloin Stockade.
The groom-elect is'a 1994 graduate of Murray High School and is a
freshman finance major at Murray State University. He is employed at
Ellis Popcorn Company.

Mahan-Lax wedding will be Friday
Emily Mahan, sister of the
bride, will be maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Aleshia Griffin, Stephanie Kelly, and Monica
Griffin.
Greg Workman will be best
man. Groomsmen will be Brooks
Barton, Alan Miller and Michael
Bucy. Chip Holloway, Todd Watson and Kevin Newell will be
ushers.
Kristen Phillips will be flower
girl, and Sammy Futrell will be
ring bearer.

Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Tammy Mahan
and Michael ..ax. Parents of the
couple are James and Joanne
Mahan of 1-kzel and Bob and
Barbara Lax f Murray.
The vows v 'II be said Friday,
Dec. 23, at 7 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
John Dale will officiate. Music
will be by Kathy Erwin, organist,
and Amy Capps, soloist. Carolyn
Parks will direct the wedding.
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A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Tanner Trace
Myatt is born
here Nov. 18
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Myatt of
1548 Spring Creek Dr., Murray,
are the parents of a son, Tanner
Trace Myatt, born on Friday,
Nov. 18, 1994, at 1:31 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 15 ounces and measured
21A inches. The mother is the
former Tammy Garland. A
brother is Drew Myatt.
Grandparents are Roy and Jimmie Garland, Joy and Harold
Adams, and Michael Myatt.

••.• •.•

YMCA Break Day Camp planned
The Murray Family YMCA will hold a Christmas Break Day Camp
beginning Dec. 21 and finishing on Jan. 4, 1995. This camp is open to
all children in the community. Each child must have a current YMCA
membership. A sack lunch is required. The camp at North Calloway
Elementary School will start at 6:30 a.m. and finish at 5:30 p.m. each
day. Scholarships will be available. For more information contact
April Lane at 759-9622.

Oaks club plans New Year's Eve event
The Oaks Country Club will havke a New Year's Eve party for
members and guests on Saturday, Dec. 31, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Music will be provided by the band, Nightfish." The cost will be $15 person. Seating is limited, so reservations should be made early. For
reservations call Della Miller, 753-2721.

New church cookbook on sale
Women of Coles Camp Ground, Independence and Temple Hill
United Methodist Churches have published a new cookbook which is
now on sale. This features recipes from women of all three churches.
The cost of the cookbook will be $6 each. To purchase a cookbook
call Doris Duncan, 759-1701, Dartenella Durham, 753-7591, Twila
Lovett, 753-7223, or any of the women of the three churches.

ALL CHRISTMAS ITEMS
NOW REDUCED
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FARM
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR. HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Well always be there for you.
Shelter Insurance Co,. Horne °eke Columbia. PAO
•••

KATHIE GENTRY photo

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH donated 572 cases of
chicken broth to help fill the Christmas baskets for about 250 families
to be distributed by Need Line, a United Way agency, for the holidays.
Pictured are Linda and Shorty Akers from the church with the chicken
broth. The baskets will be distributed on Wednesday and Thursday,
Dec. 21 and 22, at the Need Line office.

SANTA'S SPECIAL
Get your carpets cleaned for the holidays and
receive your FREE Scotchguard treatment.
Offer good thru Dec. 31

Class A Carpet Cleaning
474-8339
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Harold "Jack Romaine
limited In KY & TN
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By Way Of The Grapevine
STOREWIDE SALE
Every single item in the store is marked down!
Primitives • Afghans • Pewter & More

All
Christmas Items

1/2 Price

Open Wednesday-Saturday 10-4

31/2 miles out of Murray on 121 S to Old Salem Rd.4

GREAT "LAST MINUTE"
GIFT SELECTIONS
STILL AVAILABLE!
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CALENDAR
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Tuesday, Doc. 20
Judging for Hazel horns and business decoration contest will be tonight.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Calloway County
Public Library/12:30-3 p.m.
Guilt Lovers of Murray/6
p m /Calloway County Poblic Library.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p m /Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Wranglers Riding Club/7 p.m./North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4144.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Christian -Support'Group/7 p.m.ifirst
Christian Church,
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.

Tuesday, Dec. 20
Murray Optimist Club/6 30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting,8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Breastleeding Support Group/6:30-8
p.m./Board Room of Murray-Calloway
.County Hospital. Info/753-3381 or
carie4r_supp0
762-145._
rt group muting/3
p.m./Educational Unit of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital,
Info/762-1100.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers' meeting/7 p.m.; Enrollment/8
p.m.
NPR Exposure. a photographic exhibit
of National Public Radio personalities/
21/rather West Kentucky Museurn/8.30
a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 21
Center for Accessible Living events
include A.A. meeting/6 p.m.
Info/753-7676.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m: and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of Confederacy/I p.m./home of
Mary Davis.
' Songfest by Church Women
United/2:30 p.m/Fern Terrace Lodge,
Oaks Country Club ladies' bridge
with Ada Roberts, hostess/9:30 a.m.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
1
, discussion/1i a.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. into/759.9882. or 435.4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2.p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for

Tuesday, Dec. 20
St. Leo Catholic Church events
includ• Weigh to Win/6:30
p.m./Gleason Hall.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/3 p.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak* Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Cummuility Center, open 9.30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Bingo/7 p.m /Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p:M.7Hardiri Libtary.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

senior citizens' activities. Pinochle

CARTER STUDIO photo

BROWNIE GIRL SCOUT TROOP 864 participated In the annual Murray
Rotary Club Christmas Parade by riding with Mrs. Santa Claus on the
Downtown Merchants float. Troop members, from left standing, Lauren
Clemson and Jennifer McKnight, seated, Rachel Klapper, Emi McFarlen,
Breanna Volp, Alicia Stewart, Mallory Allgood, Reign Harris, and Mrs.
Santa Claus (Helen Foley). Not pictured are Mackenzie Jones and Peggy
Allgood and Brenda Volp, troop leaders. Girl Scouts are a United Way
agency.

"Murray's Friendly
Home Stereo Dealer”
is now open Monday thru Friday 8 to 6
and Saturday 8-1 til Christmas.
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There will be no Bingo
Friday, December 23
because of the holiday.
Or

KS

Wishing all the
I Merriest Christmas ever.
From all the Shriners

r
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Pals play/1 p.m.
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m. at 1619 Martin's Chapel Road.

St. John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Crafts amd Fellowship/9 am.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Chancel Choir .'7 30 p m.
Community Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/6 p.m. in Dixieland Shopping Center
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
m,
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
pm
Memorial Baptist Church events
include RAs, GAs, Prayer meetin9/7
p.m., Choir rehearsal/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Bible Study/noon; Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events Include Covenant Prayer/10
a m.; Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
'open/6:15 p.m.; Family Night at
Christmas/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
0Awana Club, Youth Bible Study, College Career Bible Study and Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Classes/7 p.m.

Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7: p.m.
NPR Exposure, a photographic exhibit
of National Public Radio
personalities/8:30 a.m.-4:1 5
p.m./Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Land Between the Lakes events
include 'A Christmas Medley/7
p.m:/Golden Pond Planetarium.
Info/1-502-924-1325.
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This is the most wonderful time of the year.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
time to
breathe deeply
of the'holiday spirit.
lore. rejoice celebrate.

sliASIly CANRET FOR KWH RESOURCES

Winners of awards at the Wranglers Riding Club banquet were pictured, from left, bottom row, Corey Conner,
Kenneth Conner, Casey Conner, Chelsey Conner, Nisha Middleton, Ryan Humphrey, Jennifer Thorn, Ben
Wright; middle row, Heather Rogers, Kacl Greer, Renee Humphrey, Henry Ross, Heath Wrye; back row, Gary
Ahart, Herman Carrol Jr., Herman Carrol Sr., David Alexander, Tommy Ross, Bobby Ross. Dan Duncan, Ronnie Nanney, and Laura Nanney.

Awards presented at club event
By NANCY SCHROADER
Club Writer

The Wranglers Riding Club
held its annual awards banquet on
isrov.
Elected .as offiters for 1995
were Gary Ahart, president; Kenneth Conner, vice president; Ginger Conner, secretary; Debbie
Ahart, treasurer; And Mona Conner, reporter.
Members earning the most
points in each class were awarded
engraved Montana Silversmith
belt buckles..
The winners, their classes and
sponsors are as follows:
Corey Conner, junior relay,
Hardin Grain and Seed; Kenneth
Conner, open relay, Wranglers
Riding Club; Casey Conner, open
lead line, Cleaver Construction;
Chelsey Conner, pony lead line,
Boone's Laundry; Nisha Middleton, pony pleasure, pony barrells
and pee wee barrels, Tony and
Tonda Thomas, Holland Tire and
Hudson's Western Store;
Ryan Humphrey, youth relay
race, Patsy. Michael and Jennifer
Thorn; Jennifer Thorn, ladies bar-

rels, one barrel] speed race,
Helen Carrol and Martha's
Restaurant; Ben Wright, open
halter, Parker Ford; Heather
Rogers, junior barrels, Ryan
,Milk;•Xaci Oreer, yettlx western
pleasure, Shoemaker Seed;
Renee Humphrey, youth barrels, youth poles, youth relays
and trail class, Patsy, Michael
and Jennifer Thorn, Bank of Murray, Bobby Rogers and Farmer's
Choice Feed Mill; Henry Ross,
youth flag race, pony speed race
and youth speed race, Robert and
Frances Ross, Dickie and Nancy
Schroader and Joe Ross
Construction;

Scribbles has been published
Scribbles, a literary anthology, has been published by the M urray
Independent School District.
The anthology features poems, stories and art work of the children
of the Murray Primary Schools.
Copies sell for $3.50 each and may be purchased at the central
office in the Carter Building on South 13th Street, Murray.
For more information call the central office at 753-4363.

Dunn boy is
born Dec. 14
at hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Danny M. Dunn
of Rt. 6, Box 539A, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Stephen
McKenzie Dunn, born on Wednesday, Dec. 14, 1994, at 5:31
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Carolyn
M. Norwood.
Grandparents are Wendell and
Hilda Norwood of Rt. 4, Benton.

Savvanah Joy
Jones is born
Mr. and Mrs. William Donald
Jones Jr. of Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
are the parents of a *daughter,
Savvanah Joy Jones, born on Friday, Dec. 9, 1994, at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.
The baby weighed five pounds
15 ounces. The mother is the former Patty Allen.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Don Jones of Puryear and Mr.
and Mrs. Don Hurley of Memphis, Tenn. Great-grandparents
are Raleigh F. Jones, Puryear,
Mary Kinder, Advance, Mo., and
China Knighton, Memphis.

•
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STUDENTS AT MURRAY ELEMENTARY School donated birdseed for the
feeders at Murray-Calloway County Park. The students in the Service
Learning Project with Kay Weber as coordinator, will go down to the
party once a week to fill the feeders with seed. This project was done
in cooperation with Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club. Pictured with some of elementary students are, back row, Kay Weber, ser,
vice coordinator, second left, and other, from left, Katherine Morris,
Paula Crouse, Janet Wallis and Mary Wells, members of Garden
Department.

Club cookbook on sale
Kay Ray, finance chairman of
Murray Woman's Club, has
announced that the stock of the
MWC new cookbook has been
replenished at the various places
where they are on sale.
The book featuring recipes
from the members and past members and including historical
notes of interest sells for $15.
Proceeds from the sales are
used for the upkeep of the •'

Christmas Is Many Things.

cast aside worries:: welcome strangers.
make resolutions for the new year. gather
with friends. begin new traditions. rela.t hare a
family reunion, bake cookies. fi-el the wonder of nature.
catch a snow flake. seek out liwgotten friends. hi ugh a
little MOM rlfjoie(' in the happiness you cant bestow.
spread holiday cheer throughout the world.
and
say.
U,our many friends. ,
--Wish-illy you ft
* ;joyful holiday season.

ONE GALLON HOLIDAY TINS
Filled With
4 Lbs, Of Popping Corn
Or Caramel Corn

while
supplies
last

ENGLISH FARMSrm
Decorating Center
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 South • Murray

house, built in 1940, and used for
many civic and social events of
the area.
Books are at Notth and Downtown branches of Peoples Bank,
downtown Bank of Murray, Treasure House, Lace & Ivy Ltd., Pier
1, Selections and Owen's Food
Market. Books may also be purchased from Ray and other members of the club.

-t

find the time. laugh. give hug..c
share a treasure hang the mistletoe.

-Thank you

Heath Wrye, junior relay,
Wranglers Riding Club: Gary
Ahart, open relay, Wranglers
Riding Club; Herman Carrol Jr.,
gies!.s Aiwarmls., Helen.S.4rrol,
David Alexander, open barrels,
Leroy Rodd; Herman Carrot Sr.,
open flags and open poles, Helen
Carrot and R & S Livestock;
. Tommy Ross and Bobby Ross,
rescue race, Wranglers Riding
Club; Dan Duncan, open rack,
Murray Appliance, Hardin Little
Giant and Hardin Barber Shop;
Ronnie Nanney, open western
pleasure, Twin Lakes Shoreline
Improvements; Laura Nanney,
country pleasure, Award Masters.

SI'ECIALTY FOODS

0:4
10:4
I
4

It's mistletoe and holly...It's food and fun and
family...It's snow and crisp December air...It's
Christ in a manger...It's the smell of evergreen...It's twinkling and beautifully decorated
zes...It's love expressed through giving. But
•
most of all, it's time to count our blessings.,.To
give thanks for past favors 10'
and look forward to the future -4
with hope...And it is the hope
of Jamie and Shirley Washer
that the holidays and the new
rtio year will be filled with the
good things of life for you and
yours. Thank you for the past
year and we wish for you a
very Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
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We Built Over 13 Million Toys
During 1994
Here In Murray!

I
for the
iervice
to the
s done
b. Ricer, serMorris,
Garden

Thanks For A Job Well Done
To All Our Employees
Who Helped In Doing This.
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DownBank,
, TreaI., Pier
Food
C purmem-
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for a safe and enjoyable
holiday season.
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HOROSCOPES

BIG SCORE: Murray State Racer basketball coach Scott Edgar presents Need Line director Kathie Gentry with a check for the proceeds
from the Oct. 15 Midnight Madness in Racer Arena. In addition, four
boxes of canned goods were generated from the event and given to
Need Line.
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WEDNESDAY,DECEMBER 21, 1994
Let romance ITIOye at IIS own pace
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
instead of trying to hurry things.
date of birth, call 1-900-98.8-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cëiits minutel —
'- LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Chorinel
your energies into projects that are
TODAY'S CHILDREN have a confident air that will put them front
equally rewarding for you and your
and center even as tots. High-achievers, they are sure to win praise from
loved ones. Last-minute gift-buying
their teachers. School should be a pleasure for these bright youngsters as
goes surprisingly well. A family
long as they are not bored. Their attention span is somewhat short when they
conference will help iron out schedfeel unchallenged. Born romantics. these Sagittarians will take their time
uling conflicts. Be flexible.
about marrying. Nothing less than true passion will do.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Become a "self-starter" at work by
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Speaking a second language will
taking the initiative. Current circum'NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: come in handy.
stances favor your efforts to get
Be on the lookout for several golden
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
ahead. Travel plans are subject to
career opportunities. Adding your cash shortage could continue. With
change. Make allowances for a partspecial touches to a business venture a little ingenuity, and some help
ner who encounters a problem or
or sales campaign will make it a from friends, you will squeak by. A
delay.
huge success! Some of the people
year-end bonus makes it easier to
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do
you meet in 1995 may not be exactly
pay the bills. Avoid running up
not act unapproachable just because
what they seen Use common sense. credit card debts.
you have had a disagreement with
Check the references of anyone who
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20):
someone. Charm will help you
wants to work for you.
Happy days are here again! Someobtain your goals. You may want
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
one signals their willingness to help
to make certain changes in your
THIS DATE: movie director John
your career. A partner's novel idea
lifestyle. Romantic partner is
Madsen. tennis great Chris Evert, could mean extra money in the
responsive.
baseball player Dave Kingman. bank. Greater tact will promote fam. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
track star Florence Griffith Joyner.
ily harmony.
You and your mate should be in
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
complete accord where a business
Take a friend's suggestions with a
Carefully scrutinize a proposal
idea is concerned. Put your ideas
grain of salt. Your dreams reveal a
before making a commitment to it.
into operation and become the hero
lot about your hopes and fears. Be
Getting an agreement in writing will
of the hour. People who work
the peacemaker in family affairs.
help protect your financial interests.

behind the scenes provide valuable
intomiation.
SAGITTARIUS (Notr."22-1free.
211: Develop better relations with
customs officials if dealing in
imported merchandise. Friends lend
a helping hand. Community or
social work beckons. Make the best
possible use of your contacts.
Romance SOUS te• new heights!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Loyal friends come through for
you today. Ask them to help out in
planning a holiday party. Pace yourself to avoid coming down with a
minor illness. Follow the suggestion
of an older chum.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Service to the community could be a
top priority now. Do what you can
to make the bolidays happy for
those Who would otherwise do without. Take a struggling young family
into your heart.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Welcome new responsibilities at
work. You could add a new title to
your letterhead or resume. A holiday
card brings welcome news from
someone you have missed. Spend
more time with an elderly relative.

101100.1.•4011•410.400040.141/14110.04,41.*1

GIFT IDEAS
The perfect gift does exist.
You lust have to know where tofind it
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SPECIAL 7'10,
'HOLIDAY HOURS'

gourmet & gift shoppe
• Gourmet Coffee & tea, Fresh Cheese
• Murray's Largest Imported Food Selection
• Professional Quality Cooking Appliances &
Supplies
• Custom EVIgned Gift Baskets
• Unique Gift items Specially Chosen To Enhance
Your Home
• Your Friendly. In-Town Source For All Your
Holiday Needs
753-5679

•

Bel-Air Center
Formerly
Panhandler

11,
to,
kk
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Monday - Friday...9 am - 8 pm
Saturday
9 am - 6 pm
Sunday
1 pm - 5 pm

Pier 1 has a bright and brilliant answer
to all your gift-giving needs. Bring
your Christmas list to Murray's Pier 1
and find that special something for
everyone on it. Your one-stop holiday
gift shop!

Pieri i11111111'iS

I fa

for a brilliant change
this holiday
University Plaza
on Chestnut Street

•

Fox & Hounds
-The Home of the
Ultimate in Custom
Framing"

Steak &Seafood
Featuring Daily Lunch
& Dinner Buffets
Lunch Specials - $3.50

Unique Gift Ideas for
the Home or Office.
•Beautiful Sculptures
•Photo Frames
'Silk Plants
• Limited Edition
Prints

Book Your
Christmas Parties Now!
Hours : Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
406 12th St.

301 N. 12th, Murray, KY
University Square
759-1019
tisa
MasterCard

759-2215

ir
••

(Sax/ions
Bridal kegistry

Cifts

beck the halls, walls, and tables.
,ylccessories and gifts sure to plume that
special person in your lift,.
floppy,'lolidaysfrom
'Dinah Judy.
Monday - -Saturday 10 no, - 5 pm
Dixieland Cmter on Chestnut St.
.753-8808

Come .`tillatc a Atagicai /vtonierit
cluttrig the
Chri.girna 11onydays1-tappitiqsAnace
101 12th ,4rrrt
Murray, KY 42071

Christmas Checklist
U Boxed Christmas Cards
Bags
froldel's
J
Tag
,,Istrnas Novelty .100
Wrap
hr istmas Col lectihl.
..1dual Cards t,
LI Tins
at People
I•11 Christmas Cookie Cutter
hake Ornament.
U Christmas Decorations
0 Christmas Gift Books
Christmas Mugs
Certifies
Party 'Invitations
HOOK--CARD
o
Photo Alburtis

o
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MURRAY

SPORTS

Kansas City quarterback Joe Montana has been linked by the Daily
News to a tax fraud investigation of
the sports autograph business. The
News reported Montana had received
$75,000 to sign 1,000 footballs

B

Thursday's Sports
• BASKETBALL: Murray St men vs Pikeville College
7 30 p m
Racer Arena
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Tigers coast
past Vikings
for easy win

Lady Tigers
break stupor
in second half
to top Vikings

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
The Murray .Tigers had been needing a
breather since the season began.
While just getting an easy win would be
nice, what the Tigers were really in need of
was a wide enough point spread to bring in
some glayers off,the bench to let them gain
experience for fuiiire endeavors.

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

Monday night's contest with St. Mary was
just the cure Murray had been searching for.
Behind a typical 31-point performance
from James Foster and a suffocating trapping
defense, the Tigers moved their record to 5-1
and gave several reserves key playing
'minutes in a 78-57 _win eii,er 'St. Mary at
Murray High School.
The game was in handkby the end of the
third period, when Murray led 60-36, allowing head coach Cary Miller to sit Foster
throughout the final eight minutes.
In all, eleven players scored for the Tigers
while four others played but did not score.
"This was the first game we've had to
relax a bit from a coaching standpoint,"
Miller said. "We've got some kids on the
bench who will be able to help. us, we.just
need to find the right combinations. We need
eight to 10 players to come in and help us."
Stephen Crouch was the top contributor
off the bench, getting eight points, including
a three-pointer.
"Stephen Crouch and Albert Byrd both
came in and did a good job," Miller said.
"We really just need time to work on things
that we'll have to do in the Centralia tournament (Dec. 28-30) ,and after the first of the
year. We need to get ourselves prepared."

-.Not
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MARK YOUNG 'Lodger 8 1-,ro5 PhOtO

Murray sophomore Sara Williams (33) contends with several St. Mary defenders for the ball Monday night. Also in on the play is
Murray's Jeanne Maddox (22).

• See Page 2B

St. Mary Should have saved a little for
the second half.
The. Lady. Vikings-vierked their deliberate style almost to perfection in the first
half against MerTay Monday night, holding the ball Ion*,enough to get an open
shot, while Murray was frustrated by mis'lses on the other end. The pace allowed St.
Mary to hold a 2.1-18 edge at halftime.
But the second half was an entirely different story as Murray's pressure defense
finally started to take effect. The result
was just eight second half points for St.
a 48-29 win for the Lady
Tigers.
"We were in a stupor in the first half,"
Murray coach Jimmy Harrell said. "We
didn't play well. We were standing and
watching and we weren't ready to play.
"We need to score to get into our running game, but we didn't in the first half,"
he said. "In the second half, we made a
little change defensively, but the main
thing was that we had a change in
intensity."
The win raised Murray's record to 4-0,
and they will now embark on a long idle
period through the holidays, returning to
action Jan. 3 against Fourth District foe
Marshall County at home.
"That was one of our goals this season,
to go 4-0 before Christmas," Harrell said.
After St. Mary took a 5-0 lead, Murray
responded with seven straight points. But
the Lady Tigers cli4n't sore again in the
first period, and when Angie Hille drilled
• See Page 2B

Lakers let'Dogs down 103-41
Bohannon, Greene
reach career highs
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Calloway County will be getting a letter from the International Sports Police in the next few
days.
Their performance on Monday
night was a flagrant violation of
Rule 3.4 (a) of the Sports Code
Book: "A team that records a big

win in the previous game shall
play listless and sloppy the next
time out.."
Calloway's punishment is a
nine-day suspension in play,
which Laker head coach Ron
Greene will gladly accept after
dismantling Fulton City 103-41
Monday night in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Calloway started Monday
night's game against Fulton City
with a 24-4 run to dash any
notion that the Lakers were still
basking in the glow of Saturday's
59-53 overtime win over highly

LAKERS 103, Fulton 41
09 0 29 - dl
26 49 80 - 103
FULTON (41)
6.
Flannigan
3, Vinson 2.
Taylor 15, Nanney 9. Wilton*
Butts 2. Lusk 2, Cross. TOTALS- FO 14-42. Threepont 1-13 P1.6 12.24 Rebounds 23 Record, 0-8.
CALLOWAY (103)
Clearer 25. Bohannon 17. Greene 16. Duncan 12,
Anderson 9, Stockdale 8, Lest 6, McKeN 4. Herndon 2,
Chapman 2. Hornbuckle 2. TOTALS. FG, 39-62. Three
point- 10.18 (Cleaver 6. Greene 3, Anderson). FT-A,
12-24 Rebounds' 32 (Bohannon 10). Record. 61

FULTON
CALLOWAY

•.

regarded University Heights.
"We talked about it, but Fulton
City has played people pretty
well," Greene said of a possible
Laker letdown. "We're trying to
play to our potential. We try to

play ourselves.
"I told their coach before the
game that, You may be catching
us at a good fink," Greene added.
Fulton City (0-8) didn't catch
Calloway all night.

will enjoy its Christmas break.
"We could have left just as
easily after the University
Height game," Greene said with
a smile. "That would've been
easy enough for me."
Had Calloway skipped the Fulton City game, they would have
missed out on a fun night ol
basketball.
Brad Cleaver led the way with
25 points, drilling 6-of-9 from
three-point and adding six assists
and six steals.

Shooting a deadly 39-for-62
from the field and 10-for-18 from
3-point range, Calloway ran circles around Fulton City and ran
their record to 6-1.
Calloway will now have nine
days off until its next game, a
date in the Martin (Tenn.) Tournament on Dec. 29. With Monday's 62-point win, Calloway • See Page 28

Charity stripe crippling
in Lady Lakers' OT loss
Herndon leads
Calloway effort
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
After battling back to cut Fulton City's lead down to one all
nigh( it wat fitting that the Calloway County Lady Lakers lost
Monday night's game by the
loneliest number.
Eight times Calloway trailed- by as many as nine - only to
battle back and pull within one
point. Not until Stephanie Holland drilled a three-pointer with
26 seconds left in regulation did
Calloway enjoy a two-point lead.
And that didnt last long.
Shooting a miserable 5-of-23
from the free throw line, Calloway sat and watched Fulton's
Btooke Fry can 6-of-8 in overtime to send the Lady Lakers
down 78-77.
"We were ready to play, we
just didn't think it would be that
tough of a game," said Calloway
coach Peter O'Rourke, who suffered his first-ever loss to the

Fulton 78, LADY LAKERS 77
FULTON
CALLOWAY

ie 34 49 65 - 711
15 31 44 66 - 77
FULTON (79)
Harris 25, Fry 23, Taylor IS. Bard 4. Smith 4. Nelms 4.
Bushart. TOTALS: FO, 30-64 Three-point- 3-9 FT.A.
15-30 Record 3-2
CALLOWAY (74I)
Herndon 18. Holland 14 Wisehart 14. Yob 13. Stubbleheld 10 Beach 4, Manness 2. Wilson 2 TOTALS. PG.
33-52. Three-point 6 (Holland 5. Too FT-A - 5-22
Rebounds 54 (Herndon 16) Record, 3.5.

-

Lady Bulldogs. "We might have
been a little nervous since this
was our first home game."
Calloway got out to a 2-0 lead
and then played catch-up the rest
of the night. That was made even
harder when point guard Farrah
Beach left the game late in the
first quarter with a sprained
ankle.
Beach, a senior, was playing
with a bruised left thigh. and
twisted her ankle on a drive to
the basket with :04 left in the
opening quarter.
She didn't return and Calloway
lost its floor leader and best
defensive player.
"Without her, the kids were
looking around to see where the
leadership was coming from,"
said O'Rourke. "The kids played
• See Page 2B

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 8 Tunes photo

Lady Laker Jana Herndon, left, battles a Fulton City player and teammate Molly Wisehart, right, for a loose
ball under the bkket in Calloway's 78-77 overtime loss to the Lady Bulldogs Monday night.

Battered
Cowboys
win 24-16
By MARY FOSTER
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP)- At
first glance, the Dallas Cowboys appeared to march merrily
to the last two Super Bowls and
a 12-3 record this season.
But it's not easy, not even for
the Cowboys.
Monday night on national
television, as the Cowboys beat
the New Orleans Saints 24-16,
they saw Emmitt Smith, the
league's leading scorer and
heart of their offense, limp off
the field with a pulled hamstring. Then they held off a Saints
rally when Darrin Smith
grabbed his Second interception,
stopping a late drive.
Smith went down in the third
quarter after slipping on the
Superdomc turf and pulling his
left hamstring.
"I really don't know what
happened," Smith said. "I saw
a big hole and just wanted to
get through it. My leg just felt
like a grab, a pull, and that's
it."
Dallas had already has
clinched the NEC East title and
the second spot in the conference playoffs behind San Francisco. The Cowboys' next door-die game will come in three
Weeks in the second round of
the playoffs.
Dallas completes its regular
season Saturday against the
New York Giants. While the
Cowboys arc locked into the
second seeding position in the
NFC, they could knock the
Giants out of playoff consideration, just as they did New
Orleans on Monday night.
"Emmitt thinks he will be
back (for the Giants), but obviously we're not even going to
consider that," Switzer said.
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Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs.•
305 N. 12th St., Murray
21

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
Monday's Games
Cleveland 77. Chicago 63
Denver 104 Boston 85
Phoenix 113, Washington 102
Torbay's Games
Utah at Philadelphia 6 30 p m
Indiana al Chador 6 30 p m
Aroma. at Atlanta 630 pm
ire Jersey at New York. 7 pm
Orlando at Ponland 9 pm
LA Campers at Seattle. 9 pm
Minnesota at L A takers. 930 pm
Oars at Golden Stale. 530 p m
Washington at Sacramento 930 pm
Weelneeday's Gems
Oetrdt al New Jersey 630 pm
adalwaukse at Mame 6 30 pm
Chicago at Indiana. 630 pm
San Antonio at Denver. 8 p m
Orlando at L A Clippers, 930 p m
Thurscley's Games
Cleveland at New York. 630 pm
Philadelphia at Charlotte, 630 pm
Ulan at Atlanta. 633 pm
Phoenix at Houston 7 pm
' .. '
Dallas at Seattle 9 p m '
Wadnorton at Goidew Same 9 3P p
Minneedi at Sacramento 930 pm
,
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FROM PAGE 18
hard, but with Farrah in the game
we don't have 20 turnovers."
A turnover dashed Calloway's
chance to win the game in
overtime.
Fulton's Torn Harris hit two
free throws with :28 left, but Holland hit a 3-pointer with :18 to
play to pull Calloway within
78-77. Fulton turned the ball over
on the inbounds pass, but Calloway turned it over on the final
possession and didn't get a
chance to get off the winning
shot.
"We wanted to get the ball
inside and if it wasn't there, kick
it back out to the guards for a
shot," O'Rourke said of the play.
"We've got to take care of the
ball at crucial times."
Jana Herndon did her part for
the Lady Lakers, scoring 18
points and pulling down 16
rebounds. Both were team highs.
"Jana is progressively getting
better with each game,"
O'Rourke said of the 5-9 forward. "People have to remember
that she's just a sophomore and
played little, if any, ;ast year."
Holland, a junior:- came off the
bench to score a career-high 14
points, and backcourt mate Juli
Yoo scored 13 while taking over

6
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RACER
ATHLETIC ASSOC.
MEETING
Wednesday • December 21
5:30 p.m. at...

spar0%
GRILL

Hear Coach Scott Edgar speak
tomorrow night before the
,upcoming game against Pikeville.,
+ THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO ATTEND +

•Tigers...

•Lady Lakers...

SCOREBOARD
, next to Century

1994

▪ Lakers...
FROM PAGE 18
Tyler Bohannon and David
Greene each scored career highs
on Monday. Bohannon, a senior,
knocked in 17 and pulled down a
game-high 10 rebounds while
Greene was a perfect 3-for-3
from three-point for 16 points.
"The key for us right now is
that we're playing so unselfishly," said Greene. "With us, it's
who's got the shot.
"In the first half all of our
good shots came off our
defense," said Greene, who
watched his Lakers turn Fulton
City over 31 times. "We were
intense from the jump start."
Calloway hit 11-of-18 in the
first quarter to get out to a 26-9
lead. Tay built the lead up to
33-11 in the second quarter
before Fulton City made its only

•JACKETS
• WARM-UPS

FROM PAGE 1B
prepared."
Murray will now compete in
the Centralia (III.) Invitational
Tournament Dec. 28, taking on
Belleville West at 7 p.m.
St. Mary stayed with Murray in
the first quarter behind the shooting of Tim Durbin, who scored
11 points in the opening period,
including three three-point shots.
Foster, who shot 13 of 19 for the
game, scored nine points for
Murray in the first while Robert
Weatherly added seven as the
Tigers clung to a 19-15 edge at
the end of the quarter.
Murray's 1-2-2 half-court
pressing defense finally caught
up with the Vikings in the second
frame though as Murray opened
the period with a 16-5 run to go
up 35-20.
Calloway was 1-of-6 at the
St. Mary was forced to work
free throw line in the four-minute
doubly hard in the second frame
75-70
with
overtime and trailed
while Foster added 11 more
1:17 to play before Herndon and
points, all on the inside, to help
Wisehart scored putbacks. Callothe Tigers pull away. Crouch's
way was within 75-74 before
three late in the quarter helped
Holland's final triple.
the Tigers to a 41-23 halftime
Calloway is now 3-5 on the
edge which was never threatened.
season with a week off before
"Our half-court pressure was
playing in the Martin (Tenn.)
the difference," Miller said. "We
Tournament.
got some turnovers and some
Wisehart chipped in 14 points
-easy baskets, and they were havand 14 rebounds for the Lady
ing to work pretty hard."
Lakers and Stubblefield added
Murray's lead continued to
10.
grow in the third quarter with
Foster tacking on an additional
11 points, Weatherly and Jason
West both drilling threes and
Jeremiah Rayburn scoring inside.
Foster, who missed a dunk earlier
in the period, slammed one home
in scoring the last six points of
run of the game. The Bulldogs
scored six-straight points to cut
the lead to 33-17, but Calloway
answered with their own 16-2 run
to lead 49-19 at the half.
Fulton City came into the game
winless and shot just 14-for-43
under heavy Laker defensive
FROM PAGE 1B
pressure. They didn't catch a
her second three-point shot with
break all night, even after the
five seconds remaining in the
Lakers built a 30-point halftime
period, the Lady Vikings led
lead.
12-5.
"We kept the intensity up and
With the score at 17-10 in the
that's something I was happy
with," said Greene. "I'm more second quarter, Murray reeled off
concerned with how we play, five straight, but St. Mary
instead of who we play. Take responded with a pair of buckets
to offset a Stacy Thomas three,
care of your business; that's how
and the Lady Vikings took a
they're taught to play."
Calloway pushed the lead up to 21-18 advantage into halftime.
But if St. Mary had any hopes
80-29 in the third quarter on
of pulling an upset, they quickly
9-for-13 shooting. Cleaver drilled
died with the start of the second
four 3-pointers in the quarter.
half of play.
Brad Duncan reached double
Murray turned up the pressure
figures with 12 points and Tho- a few notches and St. Mary sudmas Hornbuckle passed out six of denly found themselves searching
Calloway's 29 assists. Brent for shots which had been open in
Anderson scored nine points and
the first half.
Jamie Stockdale added eight.
Murray scored the first 10
Greene said afterwards that his points of the third quarter to open
team got high marks for its first a 28-21 lead, and they never trailseven games — all but two on ed again. Bonnie Payne, Thomas,
the road.
Sarah Snyder and Sara Williams
"For the most part, we've met all scored during the surge.
the challenge of the early season
Following a St. Mary free
and hopefully we'll be better for throw and layup by Angie Elrod,
it."
Williams drilled a three and Payne scored inside to make it 33-24,

the quarterbacking duties for
Beach.
Calloway trailed by as many as
seven in the fourth quarter but
Yoo hit a layup to pull Calloway
within one, 57-56, and then
drilled a three-pointer at the 3:13
mark to tie the game.
Harris then hit a jumper for
Fulton to push the lead to two
before Holland's 3-pointer put
Calloway on top 62-61 with 1:20
to play.
A Calloway turnover led to a
Harris layup to put Fulton back
up by one with :41 left. Yoo
missed a one-and-one, but Wisehart rebounded and kicked out to
a Holland for the 3-pointer. With
:12 left, Charity Nelms hit a short
jumper to tie the game and send
it into overtime.
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16 Cl 110 — 76
16 23
— 57
MURRAY (76)
Frier 31 R Weatherly 12 West 12 Crouce a. POI ned
3 Cheery 2 Howard 2 Rayburn 2 P Weatheely 2
Byrd 2 60541 2 Underhill Herman Thomas TOTALS
PG A 33-67 Three-pan/ 0-24 (Wrt 4 Orrery 2
Poyner CroudI Fortin FT A 12-25 Rebounds 24
Record 5
ST. MARY (26)
brad 7 H Worth 7 '86,1
McAnner 4. Errata 3 Nee
holt 2 Murphey TOTALS PG-le 19-55 Three-pont 7-25
(Marvin° 4 Durbin 3) FT-A 12.25 Rebounds t6

the period in giving Murray the
60-36 edge heading into the final
period.
Weatherly and West each
added 11 to Foster's total. The
Tigers were 33 of 67 from the
outside and nine of 24 from
three-point range while making
three of seven at the free throw
stripe. Murray had 14 assists for
the game.
Matthew Mangino led St. Mary
with 16 points while Durbin
wound up with 14 and Joe Langston had 12. The Vikings were 19
of 55 from the outside and seven
of 25 from three-point land while
making 12 of 25 free throw tries.
Murray won the battle on the
bards, 24-16.
Despite the win, Miller said his
team still has some areas that
could stand improvement.
"'Our timing's not there, and
the only way to get it is through
repetition," he said. "We had
entirely too many turnovers; we
threw the ball all over the place.
And we've got to rebound better.
But Robert Weatherly shot the
ball pretty well and we had a lot
of assists."

•Lady Tigers:.

Shop The World of Sound -11
• NYLON
SEPARATES

TIGERS 78, St. Mary 57
MURRAY
ST MARY

Moon 2084
SUPER GARDEN TRACTOR

"
•
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LADY TIGERS 48, St. Mary 29
MURRAY
ST. MARY

07 1* 35 — 44
12 21 24 — 29
MURRAY (48)
Williams 14. Payne 12. Thomas 10, Maddox 6. Snyder
2, Dowdy 2, Shaw 2, Dix. Howard TOTALS BOA
14.44 Three-pcent 4-10 (Willams 3, Thomas) FT -A
8-15 Rebounds 33(Williams ID. Dowdy 7) Record 4-0
ST. MARY (29)
Elrod 7,4 Worth 7, Hide 6, McAnnar 4, Edwards 3, Neihod 2, Murphey TOTALS. FG-A 8-31 Three-point 3.16
(Hide 2, Worth) FT-A 4.10.

and Murray went on to hold a
35-26 edge heading into the
fourth period.
Any doubts about the game's
outcome were settled right off in
the fourth period as Murray outscored St. Mary 13-2 to put the
game away. Williams drilled a
three, Thomas sank four straight
free throws and freshman Jeanne
Maddox put in back-to-back
shots to increase Murray's advantage to 20, 48-28. St. Mary,
meanwhile, managed only a
Leigh Ann Neihoff basket and a
late free throw from Meg
Edwards to avoid being shut out
in the final period.
Williams led Murray with 14
points and 10 rebounds while
Payne had 12 and Thomas contributed 10. Wendy Dowdy pulled
in seven boards. Murray was 14
of 44 from the outside, four of 10
from three-point range, and eight
of 15 at the free throw line.
Elrod and Holly Wurth led St.
Mary with seven points apiece.
The Lady Vikings were eight of
31 from the outside, three of 16
on three-pointers and four of 10
at the free throw line.
"I think we had a lack of concentration in the first half when
we missed some shots; we
thought we were going to have an
easy time," Harrell said. "But we
were focused in the third.
"Jeanne Maddox had a good
game off the bench for us, and I
expect her to improve every
game," he said. "I expect good
contributions from her as we go
along."
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Pictured are sixth grade conservation poster contest winners from Murray Middle School: Amanda Howard, Jenny Davenport and Nicholas
Abbe,'

The 96 students on the Starshine Team are pictured inside the approximate measurements of the Mayflower to experience the crowded conditions of the Pilgrims.

These students are pictured around a campfire with studei ieacher
Jennifer Price as she reads the African folktale - Why Mosquitos Buzz In
Peoples' Ears." The students are members of the Monarch Team at
Southwest Elementary.

Dr. Harry Fannin, a chemist from Murray State University, works with
Ryan Davis, Michael Belcher, Sara Jane Cunningham and Marchelio
Cavitt on a chemistry experiment. Fannin and two chemists from Martin
Marietta in Paducah visited Sandy Cantrell's fourth grade science classes at Murray Middle School during American Chemistry Week.

Art teacher Sherry Darnell works with students on the Monarch Team
on their Kids Against Smoking posters. The students attend Southwest
Elementary.

The prima's children at Murray Elementary collected canned goods and
staples for Need Line as a special community project of LOVE for the
holidays. More than 30 boxes of food were collected and donated.

After reading the book "The Lorax," North Elementary students
designed machines and wrote about the special features of their creations. Student teacher Danette Gray directed the activity. Pictured are
Gray and Hillary Hulse displaying a class book called "The Wacky
Inventions" made by the students.

Amatik,
Alk
b\11
Students from the Calloway County Preschool in Sherida Gentry and
Brenda Scarbrough's class make a pinata during a unit on Christmas
Around the World. Pictured are Heather Davis, Scarbrough, Shanna
Todd, Jasemine Carr, Whitney Anderson and Gentry.

Sheila Cooper's class at East Elementary made landform mca, ., from
topographical maps In their study of wetlands.

Junior Beta Club members at Calloway County High School collected
canntJ foods for Need Line as its first service project of the year. Pictured are Krista Doron, Whitney Price, Kelley Travis, Erica Stickler, Jayme Gibson, Shea Stonecipher and Laura Witte.
Lynn Melton is explaining KRIS performance tasks to the TNT eighth
grade team as students work in cooperative learning groups. Pictured
are Melton, Lacey McCuan and Shawna Rushing.
Dr. John Yezerski uses Erick Young as a model to show the roper
:;own.
attire for medical personnel when a patient s blood status is
This demonstration followed a slide presentation on sexually .qisautted diseases.
Pictures for this page ssere submitted by the administratise staffs of the Murray.
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger S, Times. Space allocated for each School district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schwils to the NIurrity City Schools (753-0631 prixthe
Callossay County Public Schoids • 7:1-30331,

Students from North Elementary toured the Murray Police Department
Officer Scott Blvens talked to them about his job as a policeman and
ways the students could become more safety conscious.

TNT eighth grade students listen as Patricia Lassiter explains a performance task about music. Students were doing sample KIRIS testing.
Pictured are Stephanie Sutton, Ann Taylor and Autumn Ezell.
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Man pleads to theft

•

•,'

PROVIDENCE, R.I.(AP) — A
former Postal -Service accounting
supervisor pleaded guilty Monday to stealing $3.5 million in
what officials said was the biggest embezzlement in the post
office's 220-year history.
Robert Catallozzi admitted stealing treasury checks and money
orders from the Providence Post,
office to finance an extravagant
litestyle that included expensive
tionio, cars and commercial
property.
Catallozzi, who worked nearly
20 years for the Postal Service, is
scheduled for sentencing March
10 on (Inc count each of embez/lenient and money laundering.
e hie. 33 to 41 months in
prison.
As part

i.

arid
• .iiier

of a plea bargain, he
give up a $250,000
S200,000 commercial
both in nearby Cranhis half-ownership in a
cottage in South

Earn

6.52%
Ofeemateed for one yen upon Les.. sub
goat to change an policy anniversary dale a.

Our current
Flex II Annuity
interest rate.

It's unclear whether money
made from the sale of a $620,000
East Greenwich home can be
seized by the government
because it was given to Catallozzi's ex-wife after their 1991
divorce.She has not been charged
and has since sold the house.
Proseuctors believe Catallozzi,
46, used some of the embezzled
money to build the sprawling
Tudor-style home with its stone
turret, sauna, whirlpool, three-car
garage and $80,0130 landscape.
He told friends and neighbors
he had made a killing in real
estate.
Prosecutor Kenneth Madden
said Catallozzi took blank treasury checks sent to the post office
to pay its bills and made them out
to various bank accounts he controlled. He also took money
orders to be sold to customers
and deposited them into the
accounts, Madden said.
It was the biggest empioyee
theft in Postal Service history,
said Postal Inspector Michael
Bullock.
The thefts began in 1988 and
ended when Catallozzi was
arrested in ,August. He eluded
detection because authorities had
asked him to investigate discrepancies in bookkeeping they
spotted, Bullock said.

The guaranteed rate
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your Annuity.
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Gingrich will host
'Boys Town'on cable
MARIETTA, Ga.(AP) — When Newt Gingrich suggested that
the first lady rent the movie "Boys Town" to sec an example of
how an orphanage should be run. Ted Turner listened.
Turner Network Television will air the movie next week as part
of its "Our Favorite Movies" series. The host will be none other
than the incoming House speaker himself. Turner suggested it, said-TNT spokesman Jim Weiss.
A self-described "movie nut," Gingrich, R-Ga., taped his statement Monday at his 6th District office. "Lawrence of Arabia" was
bumped from the Dec. 29 schedule to accommodate the change,
Weiss said.
"My only regret was that I really thought it would have been
great to do it with Mickey Rooney," Gingrich said. Rooney costarred with Spencer Tracy in the 1938 film about the home for
troubled youths.
Tracy won an Academy Award for his portrayal of Father
Edward Flanagan, who founded Boys Town in Omaha, Neb., in
1917. Rooney played one of the residents.
Gingrich, speaking earlier this month on NBC's "Meet the
Press," urged Hillary Rodham Clinton to rent the movie before she
criticizes his plan to deny welfare aid to teen-age mothers and use
the money to provide services to children, including orphanages or
group homes. Mrs. Clinton had said promoting orphanages was
"unbelievable and absurd."
Seated before large black-and-white photographs of Tracy and
Rooney, Gingrich talked of how he admired the way values were
depicted in the movie.
"It's a film that really illustrates the alternative to the modern
welfare state," Gingrich said. The film "gives you the sense of
love and of caring and of friendship and spirituality, and the importance of the private sectcr in institutions like Father Flanagan, like
the church and like Boys Town," he said.
Gingrich said that if a '90s version of the film were to be made,
he would choose Macaulay Culkin and Harrison Ford RI reprise the
Rooney and Tracy roles.
He'd like to see someone in Hollywood do a remake, but "my
fear is that Oliver Stone would remake it as a film about cannibalism in an orphanage."

Man pleads guilty
in first case under
grave-robbing law
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) —
Federal prosecutors won their
first case charging sale of human
remains under, a 1990 law
designed to protect American
Indian graves.
Richard P. Maniscalco, 49, of
Rappahannock Academy, Va.,
pleaded guilty in U.S. District
Court to illegally selling part of a
leg bone of a Cheyenne Indian
along with other objects taken
from Indian graves and the Custer Battlefield in Montana, prosecutors said.
U.S. Magistrate Judge W. Curtis Sewell set sentencing for Feb.
21. Maniscalco faces up to two
years in prison, a $200,000 fine
and up to two years of supervised
release. He also agreed to forfeit
dozens of artifacts.
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The case was the first prosecution for selling human remains
under the 'Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990, according to the
U.S. Attorney's office for the
Eastern District of Virginia,
which prosecuted the case. Other
cases have been filed for selling
artifacts.
"It's about time justice is
being done on behalf of the
native people of this land," said
Viola Hatch, chairman of the tri-

bal government of the CheyenneArapaho of Oklahoma.
"All these years we've been
saying, 'Leave our ancestors
alone. Leave our people alone,"
Hatch said in a telephone interview. "How would you feel if we
went into your cemeteries and
dug up a great grandma or great
grandpa? This is how we feel."
Hatch said Indians should be
the ones who decide what will
happen to the remains of their
ancestors.
"I just get real frustrated when
I see artifacts that I know have
been taken illegally or stolen
- froin a grave," Hatch said.
The Cheyenne-Arapaho of
Oklahoma includes the southern
branch of the Cheyenne tribe.
The chairman of the Cheyenne's
northern branch in Montana,
where the remains were taken,
did not return calls Monday.
Maniscalco admitted to selling
the leg bone, which he told the
buyer was a rib bone from the
Custer Battlefield in Montana,
prosecutors said.
He also sold buckles, bullets,
cartridges, casings and objects
from the battlefield and Indian
graves in Montana to an undercover agent from the Bureau of
Land Management, prosecutors
said.

Set includes 3" paring/

boning knife and 5'
boning/utility knife. 67630
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holiday season and
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Autistic teen throws
infant to his death
court he sat rocking slowly back
NEW YORK (AP) — Michael
and forth as lawyers agreed on
Holmes, an autistic who reached
psychiatric exams that will keep
17 without ever having spoken a
him in custody well into the new
sentence of more than a few
year.
words, developed a penchant for
Autism, which afflicts more
tossing things out his--family's
apartment window: a Walkman, a -than 300,006 people in the United
States, is a brain disorder that
Pot, a VCR.
Over the •weekehd, Holmes causes extreme introversion from
killed his baby nephew by drop- its onset in infancy. Experts said
that autistic people usually are
ping him five stories as if he
Ti
not violent and that Holmes probanother household jtbe
teen-ager was charged with ably didn't realize what he was •
throwing out the window.
murder.
- -Even in thgfief,--his'family-- - --Dr.--Karen Rit11,11r.n-ni1,. -acast no blame; Holmes was no neurologist at Montefiore Medimore capable of murder, they cal Center, said odd, repetitive
behavior like Holmes' is assoargued, than his tiny victim.
"Michael has the mind of a' ciated with autism. She said
2-year-old," said Tracy Provenc- autistic people are often selfal, 27, mother of 5-month-old destructive, but she could not
Stanley Holmes. "He didn't think of another case in which an
know what he was doing. Arrest- autistic person had committed a
ing him doesn't solve anything." crime.
In the movie "Rain Man,"
Provencal had left her baby
Saturday morning with relatives Dustin Hoffman plays an autistic
on the Upper West Side of Man- man who was institutionalized as
hattan. Little Stanley's 34-year- a youth because his parents
old uncle, James, was watching feared he might unwittingly
him when the phone rang. While injure his baby brother.
But Hoffman's character was
' Bacchiano *as talking, police
say, Holmes took the baby off a an idiot savant, a sort of human
bed and dropped him out the adding machine who hits it big in
Vegas. Holmes' neighbors on
bathroom window.
When detectives arrived- and West 81st Street said his world
began to question Holmes, the was far less exotic.
He once mistakenly boarded a
teen tried to throw toiletries and
other items out the window. They bus and wound up in New
pui him in_handcuffsand stuffed Rochelle while his neighbors
Searched frantically, a neighbor
him into a police cruiser.
. walked in told The New York Times.
When Holmes was
But most of the time Holmes
• for booking, the news cameras
showed a man's face with a tod- stayed home or sat on the stoop.
"He'd just be out there, and
dler's expression under the hood
you could say something, and
of his parka.
At his arraignment Monday, he you'd get nothing," ,said Michael
uttered nothing louder than a soft Saunders, who used to walk past.
grunt. During his few minutes in "He was out of it."

Simpson can keep jail
conversation private
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 0.3.
Simpson's court case went into
holiday recess with a split decision for the defense.
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
ruled Monday that prosecutors
should not have access to Simpson's loud, tearful jailhouse conversation with friend Rosey
Grier. But he sided with prosecutors and ordered a hearing on the
admissibility of crucial DNA evidence to be held outside the
jury's presence.
That hearing was set for Jan. 5
and could delay opening statements in the trial until February
or March.
Jurors, already on recess, had
been told to report back on Jan.
4. Ito pushed that back to Jan. 18.
He also said a pending hearing on
evidence of domestic violence
would be delayed until after thc
DNA hearing.
Legal experts said Ito's written
rulings were predictable and
based on established legal
precedent.
As with many things in this
case, we have a number of startling developments and then we
go back to the normal course of
events," said Loyola University
Law Professor Laurie Levenson.
One thing jurors won't get to
hear is the conversation Simpson
had .with football star-turnedminister Grier on Nov. 13 Ali a
jail visiting room.
A sheriff's deputy in a control
booth overheard a comment
Simpson shouted at Grier and
reported it to his superiors.
Ito said Simpson was led to

AMP
•

•4.•
Ih.

believe he had complete privacy.
The judge, in fact, had been personally involved in designing a
secure area where Simpson could
visit with his lawyers and clergy
without being overheard.
Ito agreed that Simpson waived
his clergy-penitent privilege with
Grier when he began yelling. But
he denied the prosecution motion
for access nevertheless.
"Counsel for Simpson now
argues Simpson was lulled into a
false sense of security in regard
the confidentiality of his communications," Ito wrote. "Under the
highly unusual and apparently
unique factual setting in this
case, with regard to this single
incident, the argument is welltaken."
Defense -attorney Gerald Uelmen contended in court last week
that overheard comments could
have been taken out of context.
"We can imagine a situation
where Mr. Simpson would say, 'I
am so depressed. I can't imagine
a situation where people I know
would go on television and say I
did it, I killed two people," Uelmen said, raising his voice at the
end of the sentence. "And a
_ deputy heard only a snippet of
it."
_ As for the deputy's report that
Simpson was crying, Uelmen
said: "The fact is prisoners have
plenty to cry about, particularly
the innocent ones."
Simpson is charged with murdering his ex-wife Nicole Brown
Simpson and her friend Ronald
Goldman on June 12.
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Uranium Plant
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Paducah's giant working on atomic level
By TED BRIDIS
Associated Press Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
uranium enrichment, plant in
western Kentucky is a web—of
miles of pipes carrying uranium
gas under pressure from
machines larger than jet engines,
using electricity at levels matching entire cities.
Its work is done on the atomic
level, separating the more valuable Uranium 235 isotope used as
nuclear fuel from heavier Uranium 238.
. The plant — its official name
is the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant — is undergoing important
changes. Last year, it moved
from being a Department of
Energy plant to one run by a forprofit U.S. government corporation, the Maryland-based U.S.
Enrichment Corp.
The watchdog Nuclear Regulatory Commission soon will
oversee operations there, even as
the plant seeks to expand its role
in the nuclear-fuel business and
is considered for a new laser
technology.
.
And the federal government is
seeking suggestions on what it
might do with 28,351 steel waste
cylinders at the plant that are
filled with so-called depleted uranium, leftovers from the fuel
process.
"You don't really have a way
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uranium, which_ is much heavier
than lead but not as prohibitively
expensive as comparable rhodium
or iridium.
Plant officials say the rust is
limited to the cylinders' surface
and not a hazard.
"It's really not an unsafe
material," said Howard Reiss, a
physics professor at American
University. "It has low-level
radioactivity, but it's so low-level
that you don't really have to worry about it. It really is very safe
stuff."
The Department of Energy is
trying to unload all i,ts %depleted
uranium produced from the time
it built the plant in 1951 until it
turned over operations last year
to U.S. Enrichment Corp. It's
asking businesses, universities
and others for ideas on how to
use the material commercially.
The cylinders, five-sixteenths
inch thick, are expected to last,*
least 40 years, plant officials

said. But that means the earliest
ones could be nearing the end of
their life spans.
Scott Patton, a project manager
at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories and a government consultant,
said DOE will listen to any suggestions for the depleted uranium, even ones he jokingly
described as "death-ray gun
ideas."
Depleted uranium, because of
its density, is used to make
armor-piercing shells for the military. Patton said other possible
uses include using it for highlevel waste canisters or concrete
shielding.
But the government — and the
plant's new owner, which is
responsible for all the depleted
uranium produced since its
takeover — may find no feasible
suggestions and decide to continue storage.
"Just sitting here trying to
think of a possible use, what
comes to me is simply radiation
shielding unless you want something penetrating like a ballistic
material," Reiss said. "It's a
little hard off-hand to think of a
commercial application for this.
You have to keep in mind, where
do you need something extremely
heavy?"
As it grapples with the future
of the stored uranium, the plant is
seeking to expand its role in the

nuclear fuel industry.
Currently, Paducah enriches
the uranium from .7 percent to 2
percent purity, then ships is to its
sister facility in Portsmouth,
Ohio;where it is further enriched
to 5 percent.
Plant spokeswoman Terry Sorrell said Paducah will ask the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
to reconfigure its production lines
to enrich to 5 percent, a process
that could begin before 1997, she
said.
The NRC begins oversight of
the plant with its switch from a
government plan to one run by a
government corporation, a significant bureaucratic change
expected to be completed within
months. Previously, the Energy
Department was in charge there.
And Paducah is under consideration for a new technology
developed in the late 1980s, the
Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope
Separation. Dubbed "AVLIS," it
also enriches uranium but uses
only a 'fraction of the electricity
and does not require as much
space.
The Energy Department is not
currently selecting AVLIS sites,
but enrichment plants in Paducah
and Portsmouth and in Oak
Ridge, Tenn., already have the
Infrastructure in place, so many
assume they are top candidates.

Enriching uranium is not a simple process
By TED BRIDIS
Associated Press Writer
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of disposing of them properly
under the law," plant spokesman
Joe Walker said. "There's no
commercial use for them. You
have to store them."
"Is' there a way to use this
stuff to market? You're dealing
with a fortune of uranium that
comes into the place."
Those now-rusting steel cylinders, weighing 10 and 14 tons
each, hold the slightly radioactive

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — It
begins in the uranium ore mines
and ends with light, heat or anything electricity can offer. But
before uranium can be used as
electricity-generating nuclear
fuel, it must be enriched.
The Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant in western Kentucky is
an important stop in that process,
one of only two such plants
nationwide. The other is in Portsmouth, Ohio.
Uranium arrives at the Paducah
plant by rail in 10- and 14-ton
steel cylinders after already
jindergoing considerable
processing.
From ore, it is converted near
the mines to so-called uranium
yellowcake. Before being shipped
to Paducah, the material is taken
to other plants where it is again
converted from yellowcake to
uranium hexafluoride — a colorI c ss, crystalline salt-like

substance.
The cylinders are carefully
weighed, in part because of an
accident at an Oklahoma uranium
conversion plant in 1986.
Federal inspectors there determined a uranium hexafluoride
cylinder had been overfilled and
exploded, killing one worker.
Thirty-five people suffered kidney damage, and 100 people living or traveling near the plant
required medical help. That plant
was closed in 1992.
For safety reasons, the uranium
inside the cylinders is shipped as
a solid mass then heated into gas
at 220 degrees for six hours after
it arrives at Paducah.
The uranium gas is forced
under tremendous pressure —
pushed by enormous compressors, like jet-engine turbines
except three times as powerful —
through miles of pipes with
microscopic openings.
The idea is to split thc uranium
gas into "enriched" uranium of

higher concentrations of U-235
and "depleted" leftover uranium
with concentrations of U-238.
The U-235 isotope is the one
used in nuclear reactions.
The lighter U-235 passes
through the pipeline pores more
easily and is siphoned off until
the concentration of U-235 in that
gas is increased from .7 percent
to 2 percent.
That enriched uranium is later
cooled back to a solid, then
shipped by rail in cylinders to the
slightly larger Portsmouth plant,
where it is further enriohed using
the same procedure to 5 percent.
By contrast, weapons-grade „
uranium used in nuclear bombs
must be enr:ched to about 90
percent.
The huge compressors at Paducah require massive amounts of
electricity, enough in one day
easily to power Nashville, Tenn.
for the same period. In fact, the
plant hires workers whose sole
job is to manage power and

Teacher sues after porn case is dismmised
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — A
high school science teacher once
accused of distributing obscene
videotapes is suing the city of
Owensboro for more than
S100,000.
Charles Jones was running a
video-rental store part-time when
police sent a 15-year-old inside
to check out two adult movies.
Prosecutors charged Jones with
misdemeanor counts of distributing obscene material, and the
Owensboro school district forced
Jones to take an unpaid leave of
absence from teaching high
school physics and chemistry.
But Daviess District Judge
Robert Goebel later ruled that the
search warrant for Jones' video
store was invalid because the
tapes were protected by the First
Amendment and because police
relied solely on officers' own
allegations.
'Now, nearly five years later,
the teacher will get his day in
federal court after suing the city
for loss of income and attorney
fees. He said he lost $1 million,

and his attorney said they will
seek damages in six figures.
The case has taken so long
because of a backlog of court
cases, Jones' attorney said. U.S.
District Judge Edward Johnstone
is coming from Paducah to hear
the case.
The trial, scheduled to begin
today, may include showing to
jurors the two videotapes in question, "Six Swedes at a Pump"
and "Sensual Partners."
After the criminal charges
were dropped, the Owensboro
Board of Education forced Jones
to sell the video business to gain
reinstatement.
City police sent the 15-yearold — who wag working undercover with parental permission —
into three local video stores to
rent adult movies in 1990 after
they received complaints.
Charges eventually were
dropped against all three of the
men charged in the investigation
after the judge ruled the search
warrant violated Jones' constitutional rights.

"It is beyond any question that
a warrant authorizing seizure of
materials presumptively protected
by the First Amendment may not
be issued based solely on the
allegations of a police officer that
the sought-after materials are
obscene, but instead must be supported by affidavits setting forth
specific facts," Goebel wrote.
Jones' attorney, Jim Wood,
said police officers knew Jones
was a school teacher and that the
negative publicity of an arrest
would hurt his ability to continue
to teach. Jones still is teaching.
Although Jones is suing over
lost business, Wood said he may.
need to show jurors the movies in
question. He said he also may
show a movie already deemed
pornographic and a sexually
explicit R-rated movie to make
his point.

monitor electricity expenses.
Power is the plant's highest cost.
"The drawback to a system
like this is the sheer size of this
facility and the sheer mileage of
the tubes and the compressors
and the motors that drive those,"
plant spokeswoman Terry Sorrel
said.
When electricity becomes too
expensive during utilities' peak
demand periods, uranium gas is
filled into vessels where it is
cooled back to solid.
"Then again, in the afternoon
or evening or 10 o'clock at night,
rates are cheap again," Sorrel
said. "They'll crank those back
up again, heat the material in the
vessel, turn it back into a gas and
put it back into the system."
"We'll push a lot of material
through at night, when electricity
is cheap."
The depleted uranium — high
in U-238 — also is filled back
into steel cylinders, but it's
stored at the plant in 11 storage
yards until the government and
the plant can find commercial
uses for it.
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"We wouldn't have to prove
they're not pornographic, but the
cops are saying they were dirty,"
Wood said. "I'll have to try to
dispel that."

Wishing you tidings
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this holiday season.
We wish everyone a Christmas holiday of peace
and harmony. Your kind support throughout the
year is greatly appreciated.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Helen Anderson, 88, Murray, died Monday. Dec. 19, 1994, at
1015 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Alfred Anderson, died Feb. 16, 1970. She was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 15, 1906, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Dumas Scott and Mary Susan Russell Scott. Also preceding
her in death were several sisters and brothers.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Lou Rhodes and husband, Edgar, South Eighth Street, Murray, and Mrs. Dyanne Dowdy
and husband, Darrell, Troy, Mich.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Ruby
Tinsley, North Fifth Street, Murray, and Mrs. Maud Scott, Paris,
Tenn.
Also surviving are five grandchildren, Debbie Green and husband,
Bruce, Murray, Eddie Rhodes and wife, Kay, Knoxville, Tenn., Val- •
lery Ecklund and husband, Ken, and Amonica Dowdy, Oak Park,
Mich., and Donna Gibbs and husband. Allen, Cincinnati, Ohio; one
great-grandchild, Paige Ecklund, Oak Park, Mich.
Services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Van Russell will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight (Tuesday).

Mrs. Eloise C. Hackett
The funeral for Mrs. Eloise C. Hackett was today at II a.m, in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis Gardner
officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were James M. Coleman, Charles Coleman, Mark Cunningham, Ted Cunningham, Zane Cunningham and John Tucker. Burial was in North Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Hackett, 88, Rt. 2, Murray. died Sunday, Dec. 18, 1994, at
5:45 a.m, at the home of a nephew, Mark Cunningham, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Her husband, Clarence B. Hackett, died Feb. 7, 1989. She was a
member of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Survivors include several nieces and nephews, Mrs. Clara Nell Furches, James M. Coleman and wife, Betty, and Ted Cunningham and
wife, Randa, all of Murray; Mrs. Frances Roberts and Charles Coleman and wife, Rheanetta, Rt. 2, Murray; Zane Cunningham and wife,
Emily, Bowling Green; Mark Cunningham, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Charlotte Wray and husband, Morrison, East Point, Mich.; Mrs. Geneva
Cunningham, Petersburg, Va.

Pikeville mayor named
in $10 million lawsuit
CATLETTSBURG, Ky. (AP)
— Addington Resources Inc. has
filed suit against the family law
partnership that includes Pikeville Mayor Steve Combs, accusing
it of failure to live up to a contract that soured a $30 million
deal.
The lawsuit filed in Boyd Circuit Court, accuses Combs
Brothers Investments of refusing
to agree to a transfer of a lease
on property in Pike and Floyd
counties.
In the suit, filed Dec. 8,
Addington said a contract it had
with Combs Brothers included
stipulation that the lease could be
transferred, but the investment

partnership demanded more
money.
Addington said the failure to
transfer the lease killed a $30
million sale of its mining subsidiary to Peabody Holding Co. and
Bluegrass Coal Co. in April
1994.
The partnership is seeking dismissal of the suit, in which
Addington is also asking for $10
million in punitive damages.

School Meals
serce education (Telly day,
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College tries to heal
225-year-old wound
HANOVER, N.H. (AP) —
200 years, only 20 American
More than two centuries ago, a
Indians have attended — none of
Mohegan Indian named Samson
them Mohegans.
Occom made his way to England
O'Jibway and the college are
to preach the gospel and ask for
working to change that.
money. His dream was to found a
"We want to rebuild relations
college exclusively for young
with the Mohegan tribe."
American Indians. •
O'Jibway said. "It's way overdue
Lord Dartmouth was one of •— centuries overdue."
those who listened — and Occom
In a telephone interview last
soon returned with 12,000 pounds
week, Mohegan Chief Ralph
(about 51.17 million in today's
Sturges said that while some
terms), enough to establish one of
elders still resent Occom's misthe finest schools in the colonies.
treatment, most welcome DartOccom had become a Christian _mouth and its plans. _ _
ITreathef illeflitending- a school
The 1,000-member tribe
for Indians in Connecticut run by
decided to break away from the
Elcazar Wheelock, and eagerly
Pequot tribe and cooperate with
agreed to raise money when
white colonists before Occom's
Wheelock won a land grant to set
time. Unlike the Pequots of
up a similar school in New
today, which have made millions
Hampshire.
running a casino on tribal lands,
But when Occom returned in
most Mohegans live in humbler
1768 with such a considerable
circumstances in towns in southsum, his mentor reneged on his
eastern Connecticut.
promise. Wheelock, Dartmouth's
The Mohegans won federal
first president, made the Ivy
recognition earlier this year, and
League school a preserve for
hope to set up their own casino.
young white men.
Meanwhile, they could use some
Occom, feeling betrayed,
help.
turned over the money and tett,.— • -John Sieeis, head of DartWeyer seeing the campus he liad mouth's Native American progworked so hard to build.
ram, said the college plans to
"There was an injustice 'perrecruit Mohegan students.
petrated on Occom and his peoThere's also hope of sending
ple," said Lenore O'Jibway, a
Dartmouth students to help set up
Dartmouth development official
a tribal government, improve
who is working to renew the colhealth care, conduct a census and
lege's ties to the Mohegan tribe
do other research projects
and—heat --tr- wound -that has - fesDartmouth, which became cotered for 225 years.
ed in the 1970s, now has a
Today, Occom's portrait hangs
23-year-old Native American
over the fireplace in the DartProgram that graduates 75 permouth College library. His Bible
cent of its American Indian stuand writings are carefully stored dents, compared to a national
there as well, and the town honaverage rate of about 7 percent.
ored his memory with Occom
The 148 Indians who met DartRidge Road and Occom Pond.
mouth's stringent admission stanBut to people outside the Mohedards get a strong network of
gan tribe, he remains a littlesupport services to ensure their
known figure.
success.
Fascinated with the story,
James Wright, dean of the
O'Jibway, a Sioux who is Dartfaculty and Dartmouth's tempormouth's assistant director of speary acting president, is equally
cial gifts, decided on her own to
enthusiastic about the renewed
rekindle ties with Occom's
relationship.
descendants. She took a personal
"This is as important symboliday last summer and traveled to
cally at this stage as it is substanMontville, Conn., to meet with
tively," Wright said.
tribal ciders.
Sirois said the college hopes to
"The first reaction was hurt," interest some Mohegan students
she said.."They said that whole
in applying to Dartmouth this
experience had broken Samson
January. About six young memOccom's spirit.... He went on to
bers of the tribe have shown
have nothing more to do with
interest, including a young
white people."
woman who wants to be a doctor.
Occom continued his mission"This relationship is going to
ary work, but only with other
be great," said Sturges. "I think
Indians. And in Dartniouth's first old Samson would go along."

HOG MARKET
Federal.State Market Sews Service December 20, 1904
Kentucky Purchase Area I log Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stanom Receipts: Act. 256 Fat. 400 Barrows 14
Gilts mostly 1 00 lower Sows .50 lower.
$24.50-$31.00
US ii 210.230
.--531.00-531.50
US 2-3 230-260 lbs..
.........................530-00
.53i.00
lb...
260.270
3-4
US

So.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs....MAO-517.00
US 1.3 300-400
.......-----$16.50.517.50
IS 1.3 400.525 lbs.—.........
00
US 1.3 525 and up lb.........
00
-.515.00-316.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
BOars $14.40

Alicia Eaves has been selected as Student of the Week. A seventh
grade TNT student at Calloway County Middle School, she is the
daughter of Sharon Eaves. She is a cheerleader. Pictured (from left)
Angie Murdock, CCMS teacher; Eaves; James Hart, Century 21- Loretta
Jobs Realtors; and Greg Delaney, WSJP.

Lighting Special
Of The Week

Thank you citizens and businesses of
Murray and Calloway County
Your generous spirit shines for us all year long.

Popular Solid Polished Brass
lush mount at a great price 10" dia. Also available
in 11" dia.

Happy Holidays

1495-1995

W.A.T.C.H. Board of Directors,
Staff and Clients

SALELECTRIC

Serving the adult handicapped population • 702 Main, Murray •(502) 759-1965

SUPPLY
206

E

Main

753 0104
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MURRAY LEDGER 6 TIMES

RAYSIFIED
CEAS
flex

Ott

1120

Lost
And Found

Notice

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we wnte
*11 10
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $696 in
1994.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1.800-455.4199
37ad yrar rcroor'
$100 REWARD CCHS
1995 class ring with square
ruby Top with name Drew
and Roc on side. Stolen
from Drew Acuff
502-753-0337
CALLER I.D.'e 753-5865.
CITRUS fruits, Washington
apples, nuts, candy of all
kinds Gift pack & assortments Will ship anywhere
in the U S 10% discount to
churches on case orders
D&M Market, 403 Sycamore 753-7483

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

Ward•Elkins
753-1713

GRAND opening House of
Clothes Consignment do
thing, some name brand
clothes, jeans, sweathers,
sweatshirts, dresses,
skirts. $1 00, dress suits
$500 Open Saturday
-Sunday 9am -8pm 13
miles from Murray on Hwy
464W, Kirskey, Ky Or call
for directions 489-2243

LOST
Gold nugget
bracelet Birthday gift from
husband If found please
call 753-1916, ask for Karen, before 5pm
759 9 9 3 2 ,
after
5pm Reward'

MEET nice singles Down
Home Introductions
615-235 5000

AUTO mechanic Must
have tools & experience
Job located in Paducaft.
Call 502-442-9504

NOTICE to the person or
persons that removed the
new tree stand horn the
Ferrell Miller farm Please
return the stand no ques
lions will be asked or call
759-1322
NOW taking orders for
Christmas fruit baskets No
order too large or too small
No paper filler Will customize 10% discount to church
groups D&M Market, 403
Sycamore 753-7483
OLD Mayfield Coins Now
available Nascars, silver
medalions & plaques,
Christmas silver rounds,
gold coins, Eagles, pandas.
bezels, collector coin§,
1994 proof sets, silver Eagles Always buying anything gold or silver Mayfield Shopping Plaza, open
Wed -Sat, 10am-5pm
247-2587
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800-649 3804

BASKETBALL referees for
intermerial men's basketball league on Sundays
435-403.3
COSMOTOLOGIST prefer
booth rental or commission, and manicurist Call
10-5pm at 753-3688
DO you need a GED'? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career'? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

EXPERIENCED legal
secretary/paralegal Proficient in Word Perfect SalCLINIC for Hypotherapist
ary commensurate with exStress, weight loss, stop POINSETTIAS in clay pots
perience Send resume to
smoking, memory. cancer. Many sizes in stock StartPO
Box 1594, Murray, KY
ing at $299 D&M Market,
pain, arthritis, etc
42071.
403 Sycamore 753-7483
759-2295
HIRING night-time cJosers,
851
day-time sandwich makers
Lost
& day-time grillmen. Apply
in person at Wendy's, 1111
And Found
Chestnut. Murray. Ask to
FOUND Solid white male speak to a
manager
bird dog with brown spots
around mouth and ears
Fri, Dec. 16 thru
Kirksey area Answers to
4 Part-time &
Fri., Dec. 23
commands No collar
Full-time
Hours 10:00-6:00
489-2136 after 5pm
stock help needed.
Cash and Carry
bracelet
LOST Gold slide
Apply In person
Al! Sales Final
somewhere on the northOwen's Food Mkt.
side near Dollar Store, JC
1 mile east of Murray
Hwy. 94 East
Penney's or Boone's Reward offered' Call
753-3769
JOBS available locally
492-8892
Apply at Murray Employment Agency in Southside
Shopping Center No cost
to job seekers

Liquidation
"94 Things

& More"

Mitzi M. Key

Interior Designer and Decorating
Consultant

(502) 753-3813

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By„Appointment

4

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At es%.....
Everyday Low Prices ;11

"Reindeer In The Park",
Nature Crafts
206 E. Poplar
*Bird Feeders & Houses
•Butterfly Boxes
.Bat Boxes
•Squirrel Feeders
One Block East of 4th & Poplar

753-3801
• &weed,A•brsogo • &mew Sok:ruing
• Deep Musde Thompto • Reflunlow

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES
WAILS OR°MOW

MASSAGE

To You

IMILIWITION•STRISS INDUCTION•PAIN 841.1411

PAMPER YOURSELF!!!
Book a hairstyle appointment and
receive a TREE eyebrow arch
*** Perm Special - $32 ***
Book a full set of acrylic nails for $30 and receive a
gift certificate for a nue hot was manicure.
Gift certificates make 'great stocking- stulTers.
Life Is Worth A Few Fringe Benefits.

Fringe Benefits
Nair dr 74(arLr
604•,/s Broad. St. T....tt
759-1874

"

•••

MANAGER for agricultural
retail store. Agriculture &
business experience a
must. Salary commensurate with experience Resumes being taken the
month of December. Send
to Managers Position. PO
Box 230, Benton. KY
42025.
MANAGER for a retail business in Murray. Must be
teachable, have initiative &
willing to learn Retail sales
experience preferred. but
not a necessity. Salary
commensurate with experience Please send resume
to, PO Box 1040 V, Murray,
Ky 42071.
PART-TIME weekend help
at Breaktime Billards Apply
in person 759-9303
PART-TIME office clerk
position available Send resume to Eric Noah-Wilson,
C/O Major Pharmaceuticals. PO Box 730, Murray
Ky 42071
PEOPLES FIRST of Calloway County is accepting
applications for a Trust Administrator. This position is
responsible for the administration of trust accounts.
estates and other fiduciary
relationships Responsiblities also include the marketing of trust products and
providing estate/financial
planning Applicant should
posses a 4 year college
degree in a related field of
study. Previous trust experience preferred Must posses technical and communication skills necessary to
build relationships with
clients This position offers
an attractive salary and be•
nifit package Qualified
applicants may apply Mon
-Wed
—Fri
9 00a m • 4 00p m or send
resume to Peoples First of
Calloway Co Human Resources, 101 South 4th St.,
P0 Box 1080, Murray, Ky
42071-1080 Affirmative
Action Employer- M/F/Veti
Handicap
SECRETARY/Customer
Service person needed
Full time position, compeh
live pay, excellent working
conditions, insurance benefits Innovative Printing,
1623 Hwy 121 Bypass,
Murray, Ky 42071
502-753-8802 Marc
Peebles

32a

060
Help
Wanted

Business
Opportunny

ROPERS Donut shop is
accepting application for
day & afternoon shifts
1409 W Main

VERY LIMITED
INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Help
Wanted

NOW HIRING
MANAGER
for Murray gas
and convenience
store, Experience
preferred. Reply
to P.O. Box 2242,
KY
Paducah,
42202-2242

WAITRESSES & waiters,
cooks, dishwashers- day & night shift Apply in person:
Ann's Country Kitchen of
Murray
WANTED barmaids, wait
resses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, - TN
901-642 4297. 7pm 2am
070

PROFESSIONAL family
needs light house keeping
done Cleaning, dusting,
etc No laundry or ironing
One day or two part days
Must be experienced and
provide references Call
753-7346 after 5 30pm

Domestic
6 Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

TWO openings left for
childcare in my home, flexiRECEPTIONIST/
ble hours Lots of experiSecretary needed for local
ence 753-6709
office Must have excellent
phone etiquette, typing WILL babysit in my home
skills and attendance re- Have references & flexible
cord Please send resume hours 759-2276.
to 802 Chestnut St Murray. Ky 42071
RETAIL business needs
courteous person to work 3
days a week in Murray
area Ability to work with
public required Send letter
of interest to PO Box 156.
2573 US Hwy 641N Ben
ton, Ky 42025
YOUTH Director First Presbyterian Church of May•
field is seeking someone to
work approximately 20
hours per week with our
youth Belief in Christ Jesus, love of kids, programming and discipleship skills
are a must Position is salaried with no benefits Mail
resume to FPC, PO Box
435. Mayfield, Ky 42066.

OFFICE or retail building
Zoned B-2, 115 S 13th Sr
the NE corner 13th St &
Poplar Call 753-6001

CLASSIFIED

eh,

Tapes
CD's
sarmunromxm Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Every Tuesday

Night at 7:00

(Doors open at: 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUERJC
NON-PROFIT ORGANiZATION
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling

Cai=ai
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you.
Daytime positions available:

*Food Service Workers
*Customer Service Workers
*Shift Leaders
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, EOE/M/F.

KFC
Drivers,

Call (502) 759-9231
For 5 Page Information and Application.

486
DX-33 IDENTITY
Desktop Computer with
14" Super VGA color moni
tor. 420 megabyte hard
drive: 4 megabyte RAM,
1.44 megabyte floppy
drive, mouse, keyboard,
MS-DOS 6.22 and WINDOWS 3.11,4 hours FREE
ON SITE training and setup $1,299 Call HAWKINS
RESEARCH
8am-10pm until Christmas
at 753-7001

ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
HARD
OF MEMORYdeAFTER CHRISTMAS DRIVE FULL- it this
computer
COMPUTERS- CALL TO- scribes your
REHAWKINS
call
DAY FOR BEST PRICE,
753-7001.
QUALITY AND SELEC- SEARCH now
TION, HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001.
Want
To Buy

/ ALPINE
•)ock(ordOzgakx

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Invest $129 in the
upcoming
'World
Wide Lottery', beginning March 1995, and
earn money from
each ticket sold. Cutoff date for investing
is January 14, 1995,
or when 50,000 investors have joined. Time
is important.

Professional

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!
DRIVE OUT OF OWENSBORO, KY.
EARN GREAT PAY AND SPEND
MORE TIME AT HOME!
England Logistics, a subsidiary of C.R.
England & Sons, Salt Lake City, UT, has a
terrific opportunity for experienced OTR
Drivers.
You will be home often while driving the very
best, brand new conventional high-rise
Freightliners, hauling 48'refrigerated trailers
for a premier food manufacturer located in
Owensboro, KY.
CALL ENGLAND LOGISTICS NOW!
1-800-764-3436

Business
Rentals

Appliances

OLD Gibson refrigerator DOWNTOWN office space
works good, $75 Good for rent $100 irno
shop refrigerator 753-2339 753 3813
or 753 8767
OFFICE or retail building.
WASHER and dr
sed Zoned B-2,115S 13th St,
ving the NE corner of 13th St &
on
m
'
SOL° . after Poplar Call 753-6001

tfin

holsr

Fumangs

KING size Somma water
mattress & foundation,
$150 obo 759-4017
SOFA & loveseat & ottoman, teal floral, like new,
$500 Matching rose recliner, $150 753-3515

GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD. Oak & Hickory, $35/rick pick-up.
$45/r ck delivered
436-5273 night or day.
FIREWOOD for sale $25 a
Call
rick delivered
753-7189
FIREWOOD 525/rick
759-4704 after 6pm
FIREWOOD for sale
753-9503 or 437-4167
WOOD for sale Hickory &
Oak Call 753-9035 or
437-4167

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
270

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
150
Articles
For Sale
35MM automatic Nikon
6006 Does everything bu
walk the dog Conies with
70MM lens $500 obo Cal
247-6813
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446
CAR stereo am/1m cd
player with amp Paid $400.
will sell for $200 753-7505
after 4pm
FULL-size bedroom suite,
$150. Full-size bed, $50. 2
student desks, $25/ea. 1
office desks, $50. 1 large
office chair, $50. 2 small
office chairs, $25/ea 4
drawer file cabinet, $25
25cu in almond side-byside refrigerator. $599.
25cu in white side-by-side
with ice. $699. 21cu in.
almond with ice, $499. (3)
21cu in white with ice,
$449 (4) 21cu in almond,
no ice, $399 21cu in white,
$399 759-4944
GREAT gift idea For sale in
perfect condition Nintendo
Includes 5 games, pads,
and 2 controllers $150
obo Call 753-0896 between 4pm-9pm
GREAT selection of used
John Deere lawn mowers
No interest no payment
until March 1995 Hutson
Ag Equipment, Hwy 45 S,
Mayfield, Ky 92066
800-247-4457
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
NINTENDO with 2 controllers, power pad & zapper
gun. $75 Lots of games.
$10 each 753-6701
PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer
cury has a large supply of
new 55 gallon drums for
sale Call 753-5273. ask for
Service Department or
Body Shop
THE Perfect X-Mas Gift:
"Southern Cooking For
Everyday Living' over 400
easy to follow recipes,
$700 postage paid, send to
Southern Cooking, 1507
Glendale Rd, Murray, Ky.
call
or
42071
(502)759-1922, for immediate delivery
VANCO industrial insula
machine
lion
901-232-8631

•• •

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

320
Apartments
For Rent
1,2,3110 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm
.111R duplex on Hoty .280,
energy efficient 'No pets
$285 /rtio +deposit
753-8848 before 9pm
1BR duplex 631 N 4th,
$200/mo 753-2339 or
753-8767

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901 644 0679

OFFICE space for rent
Downtown area professional building Call
753 3812

r

FURNITURE for sale Cal
759-9162 leave message

Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x70 2BR, aluminum swing shingle roof, all appliances furnished 12x15
storage building, central
h/a A-10 Coach Estates
Call 753-6018 or 753 0203
16X70 2br, 2 bath
90 1 - 2 4 7 - 5856
901-247-5457
1977 12X65 with built on
18X12 addition with sliding
glass doors & deck 2br, 1
bath
$3,500 firm
759-1831 leave message

1BR furnished apartment,
$200/mo. Deposit No pets.
121 N next to fairgrounds.
753-3139
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU. partial utilities
furnished Available now
Coleman RE, 753-9898
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
2 BEDROOM duplex, like
new All appliances, wid
hook-up $400 759-4958
2BR, 1'6 bath brick townhouse in nice neighborhood near MSU Central
h/a, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, wid. Freshly
painted & available now
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity ,

TRAILERS for sale for storage.Can be seen at Shady
Oaks. Hwy 121 North
2An
Mobile
Homes For Rent
1BR 1 mile from city limits
Quiet residential area
759-9921

2BR upstairs apt No petF ,refrigerator, stove turn
ished 4 miles out 121 S
$285'mo plus deposit
489 2296
2BR, very nice, central ft/a,
appliances 8 lawn 'Taint°
nance furnished Coleman ,
RE 753-9898
3BR. 2 bath, low utilities,
with garage, $550-me
753-3293 after 6prn
t
3BR hear univero'ity low ,
utilities 753-4301
CHESTNUT Street town
houses Very nice 2br,
baths All appliances including washer & dryer,
deck, tool shed, ceiling
fans, etc Free lawn care
Available now. Coleman
Realty, 753-9898
DUPLEX for rent NILE/ at
tached garage with auto
door opener, garbage disposal, dishwasher & icemaker 2br, 1 bath
$450/mo plus deposit & lyr
lease 753-7688 days,
759-4703 nights
FEMALE seeks roommate,

$200tmo Nice neighborhood near hospital
753-3306

Call

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Washy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities incJuded, rent based on income 555 older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354-8888
LARGE new 2br central
gas heat, super low utilities,
utility room, appliances No
pets Quiet & safe
$395/mo, lease 753-8828
2BR duplex, quiet area
near Robertson School.
Appliances lyr lease
$275/mo. 753-8096

Finally we have found an A+ rated company that will reduce your rate 15% the
second year and 10% the third year if you
do not have claims. Also, their first year
rate is very good. If your present M,,r_
Medical is too high and you have not bee:,
in the hospital in the past year, please call
for a rate quote.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore St. • Murray, KY
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199
753-4199

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance)

NICE 2br, small quiet court
Ideal for single or couple
$175/mo 759-1691 or
753-8216

Call 753-1916 for details.

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

Mobile

2BR Embassy Apartments,
central gas heat availabte
now $300,mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

2BR mobile home, C h/a
water furnished $215/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

Lots For Rent

2BR duplex, appliances
furnished dishwasher, wid
hook-up C hie $375,mo Coleman RE. 753 9898. _

General
Agent

2BR 2 bath mobile home,
one mile from city limits No
pets $250/mo. $100 deposit 759-1799

Home

2BR duplex on 1304 B Val
leywood Dr. $325 mo
759-4406

Jerry
McConnell

1983 14x70 2BR, 2 bath,
porch, service pole &
underpining 759-4131
INVENTORY Reduction
Salem Our largest selection ever- Priced to selliii
Buy now & save $$$ DINKINS MOBILE HOMES,INC
Hwy 79 E. Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891

Aportments
For Rent

I

>

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
- NO DOWN PAYMENT -

MOBILE Home Village, wa
er furnished, 580'MO Col
eman RE. 753 9898
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & city water $85:,'to
492 8488

BEAT high electric bills
nsulate now Install high
efficiency heating & cool
ng Residential & comrner
cial Murray Calloway Heat
ng & Cooling 759 4459

$549900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq.
ft. BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full
baths,28'great room,eat-in kitchen,large
master suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,
central heat & air and many more amenities. Custom built on crawl space. Garage, basement and other options available.

YLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
0", 7,000 Satisfied Cr/stow.%
Since 1958

DOWNTOWN office space
available abross from
courthouse $95/mo indudinn all ifil.ties 753 171tn

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

•
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320
Apartments
Fc• Rent
MURRAY Manor Apart
rnents now accepting applications to, 1 2br apart
nients Apply in person
Mon Fri,
1 30pm 4pm
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEAR university 918 North
16th Extra large 2br apt
Fully carpeted large living
room; kitchen dining area
combination Central
electric hi/a, range refriger
ator, dishwasher, disposal,
wid hookup Three roomy
closets $290/mo, $290 de
posit 753 4560 9am-4pm
NEW 2br duplex Washer
dryer, appliances turn
ished gas heat $450/mo
1 rno security deposit re
quired Call 436-5725
NEW 2br triplex apartments, gas heat, wid hookup. appliances furnished.
no pets, available Oct 15th.
$425/mo. deposit required.
Call 753-4873 after
6 30pm, Allen Properties
NEW 4br, 27, bath executive duplex in Falbrook All
appliances furnished, including w/d & microwave
Garage. yard maintance indudod 1 year lease No
pets 753-4937 days.
436-2741 nights
7.3"E:W .dUplex apartment
Available January 1
$330'mo with tyr lease
'51 6156
NICE 2br, w/d hook-up N6
pets 753-0859 days.
'535214 after 5pm
r.,a/ taking applications
lor Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended. be
.tween 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
.Housing Opportunity
SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished,
central gas h/a, garage, wid
hook-up $475/mo lmo
deposit lyr lease No pets
753-2905 or 7517536
SUPER nice, new brick
townhouse In Cambridge
Subdivision 2br, 11, bath,
family room kitchen, wrd
hook-up, lots of storage all
appliances furnished No
pets $425/mo deposit required Available Jan 1
Call 753-7435 days
753 3966 evenings

ROOM in town, private enrance, private bath, micro
wave, tree utilities
$150/mo. 753-8292

2BR, 2 bath brick ranch in
country, central h/a Available immediately $450/mo
deposit 753 7724 or
753-5303

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753 2905
753-7536
STORAGE space available
in January 1406 Dudley.
12.30 with 2 overhead
doors electricity, lights with
space availiable up to
Phone
30.48 feet
753-4175-Charlie s

2 Bird dogs, 1 Setter &
Must sell
Pointer
436-2261

NEAR lake property Be
come a home owner via a
no down payment rent to
buy contract $200 monthly
125% returnable for
$25,000 recently appraised
at $34,000) 436-5645

2 LOTS in Prestin Heights
all utilities available
753 9741

3BR 2 bath home. 200yds
from lake central heat 4
lots included, $34,900
753-2339,753-8767

AKC Golden Retreiver puppies, 5/, weeks old,
$ 1 50
wormed
901 644 1850

3BR brick home with ten
acres for sale, living room,
den, dining room & utility
room Has 30x40 concrete
AKC Siberian Husky pups block storage building in
Blue eyes $150 Must sell the edge of Tennessee no
state income tax, no per502 376 2828
sonal property tax, no inBEAUTIFUL female collie, surance tax) will sell with free to good home house- Out land 12mi from court
broke. gentld, tempero square, $85,000 Call
ment 753-2010
762-5874 leave message
COLLIE pups, tricolor, lassie type. $75/ea 492-8774 CONTACT Dallas Willoughby, Century
ale. 21-Loretta Jobs 4Realtors
PER9ET 1yr o
sell Property needed Indiana
gent
ded couple needing contemporS5
r 4pm
ary 3 or 4br home up to
HAVE an obedient, safe $150,000, 3br 1 bath in
dog for show or home county, $405 Waterfront
Classes or private lessons property up to $100,000
Serving Murray for over Dial 753-1492 for Dallas
Home
Willoughby
12yrs 436-2858
489-2256
HIMALYAN kittens for sale
Call 753-3096
EXTREMELY well main
MINIATURE Schnauzer tamed 4br, 2 bath home in
pups, AKC registered. excellent neighborhood
males & females Ready Den with fireplace & attracmiddle of December Pick tive shady backyard with
yours out now' 759 4476 privacy fence Price lust
reduced to $99,500 ConPEG'S Dog Grooming
tact Kopperud RE,
753-2915.
753-1222 MLSS 3000112
SMALL mixed breed pup- HOUSE for sale in Farpies, black & white
mington 3br 1 bath in753-7202 asking $10
cludes refrigerator, range

sots)

DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath,'Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156
FOR your Real Estate
needs, including Auction,
see Wilson Realty on 121
South or call 753-5086
HALEY Appraisal Service,
call
Bob
Haley
502-489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling.
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

2BR house near downtown
Murray 753-4109
2BR house for rent in city
$390/mo Contact Mur Cal
RE, 753-4444

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

2BR house, close to downtown, $300/mo .deposit,
753 9509

28R near university,
$309'mo Stove & refrigerator furnished. wid hookup Well kept Lease, deposit & references required
No pets 753-1059
3BR, 2 bath home 200yds
from lake central heat 4
lots included, $350/mo
753 2339, 753-8767

NEARING Completion.
Spacious brick two story on
Cul de Sac, 4br, 27, baths,
living & family rooms, formore.
mal dining. study
Warkentin-Penner ''omes,
759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040
NEW 3br, 2 bath, Wilo tub,
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft living, garage Priced upper
$60's 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722
NEW 3br. 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67,500.753-5561
NEW brick home N 16th
across from Sullivans Golf
Course 3br 3 bath, utility,
dining large master bedroom with whirpool tub, 2
car garage with pebble
stone drive and walks Call
after 5pm 492-8873

Dutchmen's Wash & Detail
615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray KY 42071
.Vree pickup & delivery within city limits.
Call (502) 759-1820 for
further information.
Mon.-Sat. 7:00 a.m.-6 p.m.
Half block down S. 3rd off east Sycamore

3BR brick with carport
$425/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

•Specularg in Poured Basement Walls.
040A
•Driveways •Sdewaks •Patos -Fader:
-Exposed Aggregate
0

38R brick wicarport, 905
Eairlane Available 1/1/95
Coleman RE 753-9898

FREE ESTIMATES

Design Concrete 6
Backhoe Work

3BR house, central gas,
h/a, appliances included
$450/mo deposit required
753-8734
48R. 2 bath, completely
furnished house on KY
Lake Available for off season only Whirlpool tub, gas
grill. all appliances furnished Central gas heat,
great deck overlooking
Coleman RE, .
lake
753-9898

dishwaher, two storage
buildings three air conditioners and gas heat. Many
possibilities. Shown by appointment 753-0799 Serious inquires only

Just Opened!

'PR in town, with ap
()Trances, $225/month,
'753-8292

Danny
Dennis Jones
(618) 564-2218
Paul Burd (618) 564-2183
(Mobile) 1-525.5217

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.

4BR home 3 bath in town.
available January 1 Call
618-533 1428 leave message, will return call
NEWLY remodeled 2br
house near hospital with
gas heat wid hook-up,
stove refrigerator. furnished $375/mo plus deposit 759-9967 after 5pm

470

Lake
Property

Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant
_-_-------

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

WATERFRONT house on
Ky Lake 753-4509

1

5 bd., 21/2 bath
&
jacuzzi
with
swimming pool.
Shown by appt.
753-5870
Only

Campers

1982 HONDA XR 200R
looks and runs like showroom new
Second
owner Adult ridden and
maintained
Very low
hours Has new o-ring
chain pro link suspension,
super trapp exhaust, and
Dunlop rear tire, comes
with full face helmet $900
firm (502) 492-8303 after
6pm

1994 JAYCO 2611 camper,
used once, $12,500
489 2218

1989 YAMAHA 4x4 350 Big
Bear $2500 call after 5pm
436 2081

DUE to bad health must
sacrifice a 1976 2811 Crui
seAir motorhome for
$3,000 Call 436-5645
evenings

1 1 1 1 11 11 Hauling
trimming, tree removal
ter cleaning & repair,
Iota Free estimates
Lamb 436-5744

tree
gutodd
Tim

1978 DELTA 88 Oldsmobile Runs good. $700 firm
Call 759-2599

1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Al Tree
trimming. carpentry, gutter
cleaning Clean out sheds.
attics Free esomates Paul
Lamb 436 2269,436-2102

1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
sunroof, arts/fm stereo, all
leather, fuel injection
$1,950 or best offer
753-8096

1 1 1 1 1 HOUSEHOLD
moving, odd hauling lobs
Clean out sheds, attics,
basements, etc Free estimates 436-5744 Tim Lamb

1980 WHITE Grand Prix,
$1000 437-4859

At carpentry work, new
house construction additions, decks & porches No
lob to small, free estimates
Call 436-5398

1984 OLDS custom cruiser
wagon New tees, 350 motor, $875 obo 1982 Honda
accord, 5sp, new tees, 30+ Al leaf raking Free estimiles a gallon, $825 obo mates
Luke Lamb,
1979 Ford window van, 6 436 5950
cylinder automatic, complete retolt motor $650 A 1 tree professionals
obo 759-1354
Stump removal, tree spray1986 CUTLASS Supreme, ing, serving Murray, Galloway County since 1980
V-8, automatic, air, t-tops
Free estimates 438-2247
437-4171
or 492-8737
1986 MAZDA 323, excel
ALL home repairs, sheetlent condition $2500
rock finishing & ceilings
759-9219
sprayed Over 30yrs exper1987 FORD Taurus
ience Small lobs welcome
Call Licensed & insured
98,XXX miles
492-8873 after 5pm
474-8377
1988 MAZDA RX7. great ANTIQUE refinishing, furshape 753-3914 work niture repair & custom
days or 435-4235
woodworking 753-8056
1990 GEO Prism, excellent APPLIANCE REPAIRS
condition, $4250
Factory trained by 3 mayor
753-2615
manufacturers All work
and
parts warranted Ask
1993 SEDAN DeVille Cadillac 1992 Aerostar Ford for Andy at The Appliance
van extended 1987 Chevy Works, 753-2455
p/u 753-4509
APPLIANCE SERVICE
1995 DODGE Spirit, Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years exloaded, 4,xxx miles
BOBBY
perience
437-4409
HOPPER, 436-5848
Vehicles Under $2001
Cars Auctoned by DES, FBi
Nationwde.
Trucks. Boars, Motorhomes.
Computers and Morel
Call Toll Free'
1 MC) 436-6867
EXT. A-1501

Vans
1990 AEROSTAR XL,
oaded, front & rear a/c,
74,XXX miles, very nice
Reduced to $8,350
759-4017

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664.
BACKHOE Service. complete foundations. septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832

ken

1985 TOYOTA 4x4 many
extras 1971 Ford Torino
492-8544

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

1991 TOYOTA 4x4 extra
cab Very sharp, good condition, to many extra's too
$10.000 759-2304 or
502-333-2440 ask for
Brent

WILL install, sand & finish
hardwood floors 30yrs experience, can furnish references Call (502)522-6358
or (502)522-5050 after
6pm.

Used
Trucks

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Type• Of
Custom Woodworking

•

S

• 11

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
404 SUNBURY

MURRAY (RAnind Sunny BRUK0

LAO
Nodes

1
COLDWATER PLUMB
ING Affordable rates spe
malizing In replacement
and repair iO hOul SOMI011
489-2123
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wuttts Recovery Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354 8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sheik',
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, addrbons and blowing ceilings 753-4761
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, tree estimates
Wultf's Recovery Murray,
KY 436-5560
LEE'S Carpet Cleenng
Carpets, upholstery Free
estimates 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
PAINTING interior & exterior All types of home repair.
Free estimates Call
436-5032 anytime
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co.
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674 Stella, KY
SUREWAY Tree & jtump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed. insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35. Free estimates Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri ; 753-0530
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney c...ps and screens.
435-4191

NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of Judgment and Order of Sale entered November 9,
1994, directed to me and issued from the Office of the Clerk of the
United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky,at
Paducah,in the action of United States of America, Plaintiff, v. Louis
C. Hill,et al, Defendants, Civil Action No. C94-0185.P(R)on January
10, 1995, at the hour of 1:00 p.m.,at the Calloway County Courthouse
door, Murray, Kentucky, I will sell to the highest and best bidder the
following real estate:
Lot #29, Block 2 of Unit rarthe Plainview Acres Subdivision
to the town of Murray as shown by plat ofrecord in Plat Book
2, Page 56 in the officer (sic) of the clerk of the Calloway
County Court. Subject to restrictions as set forth in Plat Book
2, Page 4.
Being the same lands conveyed to Louis C. and Linda A. Hill
by deed dated March 15, 1983 from Loyd E. Buhler et ox and
recorded in Book 164, Card 671, records of the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a judgment
in the amount of $41,083.31, plus accrued interest in the amount of
$6,616.45, as of October 24, 1994, plus additional interest which
accrued at the daily rate of $12.0998 from October 24, 1994 until
November 9, 1994 and interest thereafter on said judgment at the
rate of 6.06 percent per annum, until paid, including a subsidy
amount of $3,624.00 from the sale of the property in the event the
property sells for more than the above balance set out herein, plus
costs, disbursements and expenses.
TERMS OF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the
place and time above mentioned for cash,or upon a credit of sixty(69)
days subject to the following terms and conditions of credit:
'Fifteen (15%) percent of the purchase price shall be paid in
cash on the day of sale, with the purchaser to execute tebondlwith'approved surety payable to the United States Marshal
for the Western District of Kentucky for the balance of the
purchase price, together with interest thereon at the rate of
6.06 percent per annum,said bond being due and payable in
full, together with all accrued interest, within sixty(60)days
from date of sale. The purchaser may prepay the bond at any
time prior to the expiration of sixty(60)days from the date of
sale by payment of the balance of the purchase price plus all
interest accrued at the rate of 6.06 percent per annum from
date of sale to the date of payment in full.
The deed will be delivered when the sale has been confirmed by the
Court, the deed has been approved by the Court, and the purchase
price and any accrued interest have been paid in full. The real estate
shall be sold free and clear of any and all liens, and encumbrances,
except for any state, county, city or school ad valorem taxes which
may be due and payable or assessed against said property at the time
of sale, and shall be sold free and clear of any right or equity of
redemption. The rights of all parties shall attach to the proceeds of
the sale of the real property in the same manner and with the same
effort as they attached to the property prior to the sale.
Wilma L. King
For: Charles W. Logsdon
United States Marshal
Western District of Kentucky
114 U.S. Courthouse Building
Louisville, KY 40202

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Advertisers are requested
to check die first insertion
of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will
be responsible for only
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION. Any error should be
reported immediate!), so
correctors can be marl
CHECK YOUR AD carefully and notify The Classified Advertising Department immediately in case
of an error._

BUY - SELL - TRADE

1753-1916

Gift Certificates

Available

Custody question settled
PITTSBURGH (AP) --- Four
children placed in foster homes
after being left with a teen-age
baby sitter for weeks will be
allowed to live with their grandparents, a judge ruled.
The children's parents, Bonnie
Railing and James Fignar, were
granted unlimited visiting privileges while the children are in
the custody of Railing's parents,
relatives said after a closed juvenile court hearing Monday.
The children, ages 2 through
10, were discovered in late September in the care of the baby sit-

ter who said the job was only
supposed to last a few days. The
couple were gone from Sept. 7 to
Sept. 23 for a job laying tile in
New Jersey.
The teen-ager — who had
spent her own money on food and
pressed her friends into helping
her — finally told her family
about the situation and the
authorities stepped in.
Child endangerment charges
against the couple were dismissed
last week by a judge who said
they had acted foolishly, but not
recklessly.

OPEN: MON.-FRI. 10-7,
SAT. 10-5, SUN. 12-5
Topps Basketball • Hoops Basketball
Fleer Basketball • Upper Deck Basketball
Stadium Club Basketball
759-1214
Street

TEMCO American DreamTM
Vent-Free Gas Logs & TEMCO Fireplaces
A major breakthrough in Gas Log Technology

Third District recount begins
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
recount began Monday for the
3rd District congressional race, in
which Democrat Mike Ward earlicr was declared the winner by a
margin of 425 votes.
Election officials are taking
ballots out of the vote scanning
machines used in Jefferson County and refeeding the ballots to
check against the earlier tallies,
The process is expected to last
three to four days.
Republican candidate Susan
Stokes posted a bond of $20,215
for the recount, inside a warehouse operated by the Jefferson

County Board of Elections.
The candidates were not allowed to be present for the recount
but Jefferson Circuit Judge
Daniel Schneider did allow representatives of both campaigns to
observe.
County Clerk Rebecca Jackson,
a Republican, is overseeing the
recount. She said she is confident
the recount will not change the
election result.
Stokes said she would consult
national Republican officials
before deciding what additional
steps she might take after the
recount.

KSU prof pleads innocent to porn charge

.

CLASSIFIED

Services
Maw'

Motorcycle

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky State University business professor pleaded innocent
Monday to 21 counts of interstate
distribution of child poronography by computer.
Marvin E. Morris, 46, of
Frankfort was arrested Nov. 18
following a probe by Florida state
investigators. Morris allegedly
sent images of children ages 7 to

15 engaged in sexually explicit
activities via the private America
On Line computer network.
Morris entered the plea in U.S.
District Court. Judge Joseph M.
Hood scheduled his trial for Jan.
23.
Morris, who has worked at
KSU for three years, has been
suspended with pay. He remains
free on a $10,000 bond.

•Money-saving supplemental heat
•Beautiful, realistic glowing logs & embers
•No soot •No ashes
•Easily installed in nearly all factory-built and
masonry wood-burning fireplaces
-Three control settings provide the look and the heat
you want
Available In Natural or LP
Now in stock at...

1171LIqqAY
SUPPLY COMPANY

208 E. Main St.

Inc.
753-3361
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 20, the 354th day of 1994. There are eleven
days lift in the year. Winter arifves at '0:23- p.m. EST.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 20,-1803, the Louisiana Purchase was completed as ownership of the territory was formally transferred from France to the
United States during ceremonies in New Orleans. The U.S. had paid
the French about $15 million for the land, which effectively doubled
the size of the country.
On this date:
In 1790, the first successful cotton mill in the United States began
operating at Pawtucket, R.I.
In 1820, Missouri imposed .a bachelor tax on unmarried men
between the ages of 21 and 50. The tax: $I a year.
In 1860, South Carolina became the first state to secede from the
Union.
In 1864, Confederate forces evacuated Savannah, Ga., as Union
General William T. Sherman continueChiS_ "March to the Sea."
In 1968, author John Steinbeck died in New York at age 66.
In 1976, Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley died at age 74.
In 1978, former White House chief of staff H.R. Haldeman was
released from prison after serving 18 months for his role in the Watergate cover-up.
In 1980, the government of the Soviet Union confirmed that former
Premier Alexci N. Kosygin had died two days earlier at the age of 76.
In 1987, more than 3,000 people died in a double explosion which
occurred when the Dona Paz, a Philippine passenger ship, collided
with the tanker Vector off Mindoro island.
Ten years ago: The defense minister of the Soviet Union, Dmitri F.
Ustinov, died at age 76; he was succeeded two days later by Marshal
Sergei L. Sokolov.
Five years ago: The. United 'States launched Operation Just Cause,
sending troops into Panama.k3 topple the government of General Man4i. •
ua/ Noriega.
One year ago: Real estate de;eloper Donald Trump married Marla
Maples in a brief ceremony in the grand ballroom of Trump's Plaza
Hotel in New York. Alina Fernandez Revuclta, a daughter of Cuban
President Fidel Castro, flew to Spain, where she was granted political
asylum by the U.S. Embassy.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director George Roy Hill is 72. Actress
Jenny Agutter is 42.
Thought for Today: "Winter comes but once a year. And when it
comes it brings the doctor good cheer." — Ogden Nash, American
humorist (1902-1971).

Ten years ago
Local leaders must raise
$500,000 by Dec. 31 to fund the
National Museum of Boy Scouts
of America or Boy Scouts of
America will pull out of Murray
and look for a new home for the
museum.
Pictured are employees of
Fisher Price at its Profit Sharing
Day at the Murray plant in a staff
photograph by Kevin Bowden.
Dr. David A. Roberts, a neurologist, has joined the medical
staff of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Thorn will
be married 50 years Dec. 22.
In basketball games, Calloway
County High School Laker Girls
beat Murray High School Tiger
Girls, and MHS Tiger Boys beat
CCHS Laker Boys. High scorers
were Malcolm for Calloway girls,
D. Ridley for Murray girls, Stan

Rutledge for Murray boys and
John Mark Potts for CCHS boys.
Twanty years ago
Jeffrey M. Waters, son of
Major (ret.) and Mrs. Robert L.
Waters, senior at Calloway County High School, and Melanie
Roos, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
David Roos, fourth grader at Carter School, were named winners
of the essay and poster contests
respectively in the 1974 Conservation Essay and Poster Contests,
according to Albert Wilson,
chairman of Calloway County
Conservation District.
Mrs. Rubye Pool, secretary to
Johnny S. McDougal, director of
Finatieiil- Aid at. Murray State
University, was honored at a
retirement party by her coworkers. She has been employed at
Murray State since March 28,
1928.
Mr. and Mrs. Tosco Bedwell

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Hot in Hot Springs, Ark., who
got angry when her adult stepson
asked her to turn off a television
program dealing with sexual dysfunction. I suspect he may have
that problem and she failed to realize What a sensitive issue this is
with most men.
I'm only 35, and it happened to
me. At-first, I was too embarrassed
to get professional help, but when I
finally did, I left the urologist's
office feeling much relieved, and
now I'm functioning very well.
Abby, I learned that there are
more than 10 million men in the
United States who suffer from
impotence or some other type of sex-

ual dysfunction. I also learned that
smoking can compound sexual problems. Men who want to continue to
be sexually active in their later
years should quit smoking, keep
their weight down and exercise regularly.
Please urge "Hot in Hot Springs"
to ask her husband-to encourage his
son to see a urologist immediately
for evaluation and possibly treatment.
BEEN THERE,DOING
THAT AGAIN(HAPPILY)
DEAR BEEN THERE:Thanks
for writing. Your letter will be
appreciated by many men —
and women,too.

BLONDIE
EVERYBODY IN MY CAR
POOL GAVE ME ONE

be married 50 years Dec. 27.
Thirty years ago
The Komucky-Barkley Lakes
Area Development Company of
Gilbertsyille has been formed
with James M. Lassiter of Murray, attorney, as president and
one of the directors. Other local
persons among the incorporators
are Wilma Sims. John Ciampi.
Judge Robert 0. Miller, Eurie
Garland and James R. Lamb.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nanny of
Farmington will be married 66
years Dec. 25.
Mrs. Lennis Hale directed a
prograam on "A Christmas Garland" at a meeting of Woman's
Sikiety of Christian Service of
Goshen Methodist Church held at
the home of Mrs. John B.
Watson.
Mrs. Fred Gingles reviewed
the book, One Foot in Heaven by
Hatzelle Spencer at a meeting of
ill

THE FAR SIDE

DAGWOOP, 4EREY GEE,
A LITTLE
THANKS,
PRESENT FROM
BOSS
INC COMPANY

Since 1983, Impotents AnonyWhat do you do when very close
mous(IA), a non-profit, self-help relatives invite you to a meal at
program of impotent men (fash- their home, and your husband
ioned after AA), and I-Anon refuses to go? Here is the reason:
(which is similar to Al•Anon)for My sister and brother-in-law let
their partners, has provided their dog eat off the same plates
newsletters, brochures and sup- that the guests have./teen sensed
port groups. To contact thent, on. the dog licks the plate clean!
send a long (business-size), selfThey don't see anything wrong
addressed, stamped (32 cents)
with this, but it just turns my stomenvelope, plus $1 to cover printach, and my husband refuses to eat
ing costs, to: Impotence World
Service, 119 S. Ruth St., another meal at their home.
What can I do? We can't have the
Maryville,Tenn.37803.
holiday meals at my house all the
time.
We left town for Thanksgiv*•*
ing, but we have to be hire for
DEAR ABBY: The holidays are Christmas.
I have even taken paper plates to
here, which poses a big problem.
use at their house when we are
invited for birthday parties, but you
can't use paper plates for Christmas
dinner.
Please help.
HOLIDAY DILEMMA
By GARY LARSON
DEAR HOLIDAY: Who says
you can't use paper plates for
Christmas dinners? Shop
around. There are beautifully
decorated paper plates especially designed for Christmas parties — which spares the hosts
the "chore" of kitchen duty
after the festivities are over.
The alternative is leveling
with your sister about why your
husband is absent.

CALVIN and HOBBES

DR. GOTT' -

STILL AND QUIET FELINE FORM,
T1kE SUN, ASLEE.? AND NARI4
NIS TAIL 15 LIMP AtIS
WtHSKERS DROOPED.
'MAN, 14NAT COULD MAKE
TWAT 93 POOPED

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

>' *V

CATHY
ITS THE UIST
WORK WEEK
Of THE YEAR!
ISN'T ANYONE
DOING ANYMM .??

CHARLENE'S WORKING ON THE
NUT LOG... MARK ARO SUE
ARE PLOW* THROUMI THE
MUFFIN 8A51E1..,

FRANKS FINISHiNG OfF THE
AT .AST' sosiENC5
FROSTED SANTAS... mARCIR'S
FINALLY PAYING ATTENTION TO
SOMETHING THAT CAME FROM
Mk* INTO THE BUCKET Of
CARAMEL CORN... AND I'M
OUR CLIENTS!
REAM TO GO INTO A CLOSEDDOOR SESSION WITH THE
CHOCOLATE-COVERED PRETZELS!

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 B-F linkup
4 Sanders of
sports
9 Possess
12 Blockhead
13 Bert's friend
14 Sound heard
on Oct. 31
15 Stocking
material
17 Greasier
19 Liberal —
21 Traffic sign
22 Go on a
cruise
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25 Fathered
29 Raleigh's St.
30 Sea World
creature
32 Entice
33 Baseball's
Mel —
35 Roof edges
37 — King Cole
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North Murray Homemakers Clul)
held in the home of Mrs. B.J.
Hoffman.
Forty years ago
Capt. Earl S. Dye recently
joined the ROTC staff at Murray
State College. He just recently
retumed from duty with the Third
Army Division in Korea.
lames Rogers. Glenn Wooden.
A.L. Burkeen, Ivan Johnson,
Owen Morris, Randal Patterson,
Hershel Pace and Charles Jenkins
are new officers of Murray
Woodmen of the World Camp.
Harold L. Cunningham has
been promoted to the rank of
lieutenant colonel in the United
States Army. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Oakland Cunningham of
Murray.
Anne Shroat, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Shroat of Murray, is now teaching school in
Garden City, Mich.
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DOWN
1 — Edison
2 Columbus —
3 Musical key
(hyph wd )
4 Having teeth
5 Hesitation
sound
6 Those
5
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holding office
7 Lubricates
8 Diamond and
Sedaka
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16 )1ipproximately
(2 wds.)
18 Drudge
20 Hindu guitar
22 Supercilious
people
23 Outer
24 Foot pedal
26 Drippiness
27 Delete
28 Hinder
31 Bowling lane
button
34 Aunt(Sp.)
36 Scintillate
39 Mark — Baker
41 Dog in
Garfield
43 Female
relative

46 Future attys'
exam
48 Weep
49 "— — Clear
Day"
50 Forerunner of
CIA
51 — -la-la
53 Medieval
poem
54 The sun
57 —.art
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there a health
concern from sitting on a public toilet
seat?
DEAR READER: For a healthy per
son who sits on a dry public toilet
seat, the risk of becoming ill is negligi
ble.
To begin with, intact skin provides
an extremely effective barrier to
infection. In the second place, many
disease-causing micro-organisms are
killed by exposure to light and air, so
they don't survive very long on toilet
seatg.
I suppose that a person with an
open abrasion or cut who sits on a
public toilet seat that has just been
soiled by a previous user could contract a serious skin infection or some
other communicable disease.
However, the chance of this is so
remote that it would constitute a med•
ical cugosity.
To a large extent, many prohibitions
about bathroom practices are
holdovers from the time when people
weren't as clean as they are today -and antibiotics had not been invented.
In modern society, people are much
more meticulous about personal
hygiene.(For example, outhouses are
a thing of the past.) Therefore,-diseases are rarely spread from public
restrooms. Today's contagious afflictions are more likely to be transmitted
by inhaling infected airborne droplets
(when people cough or sneeze) or
from contaminated food (such as
recently publicized cases involving
hamburgers and iced cream).
DEAR DR. GOTT: Several years
ago you wrote an article about the
effect -alcoholism had in causing sore
or aching legs. Please discuss this
again.
DEAR READER: Alcohol abuse is
recognized to cause many physical
ailments: brain malfunction (dementia), muscle weakness, heart disease,
liver disorders, pancreatic inflamma•
tion, and circulatory disturbances, to
mention a few.
In addition, many heavy drinkers
experience a condition called "neuropathy," malfunction of the nerves of
the hands and feet. Therefore, alcoholics may experience pain, tingling
and numbness in the upper or lower
extremities.
Furthermore, in the presence of
alcohol-induced liver and/or heart disease, the feet and ankles may swell
from excess fluid (edema) causing
further discomfort.
Obviously, alcohol neuropathy is
only a reflection of serious, underlying
organ damage. Once nerve injury has-occurred. the heart, liver and brain
usually have malfunctioned sufficiently to overshadow the nerve problem.
Alcohol neuropathy can often be successfully treated with the vitamin thiamine, in conjunction with abstinence.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help II: Mental/Substance
Abuse."
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Alvic returns from work in Peru
MERRY MEMORIES
TH-IS
/4oeidaySewn,

Philis Alvic of Murray has returned from Peru where she served
as a volunteer with the International
Executive Service Corps (IESC).
Alvic, artist, weaver/writer, was
recruited by IESC to assist Proyecto
Adex-A1D/ETD. She assisted in the

production methods, styles, and facilities of local producers. .
IESC is a not-for-profit organization of American business men and
women devoted to providing managerial and technical assistance to

private enterprises in developing
countries. Since 1965. IESC has
completed more than 15,500 projects in 126 countries. Funding for

IESC projects is shared by the client
receiving assistance and the Uhitcd
Suites Agency for Intemationa Development (USAID).
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Your complete source for satellite equipment,
service, and information.

IF south dealer

queen of clubs, taken by the ace.
With 12 sure tricks in sight. South
planned to score a thirteenth by
ruffing a club in dummy after trumps
were drawn.
Accordingly, he cashed the-A-KTim Robertson
it
# Ultimate Communications
of
trumps, but when West showed
+A6
Murray,ner
w
a.
sin tiyeam,,re
ray, KY
EAST
out
at trick three South was forced
WEST
to revise his plan. Instead, he led a
•K 1052
44444.4,1
*411.*4***410.-4
140`4*411011:414017
4:
• 74
club to the king and ruffed his third
club with dummy's eight. East
• 10 96 2
•
overruffed and the slam went kaput.
+43
41. QJ 10872
SOUTH
South was undeniably unlucky to
+6
find the trumps 4-1 and the clubs 6V AQJ9 2
2, but North pointed out a simple
•A J 7 4
line of play that was virtually foolproof. It would fail only if East was
K 95
void in either hearts or spades, and
The bidding:
North East
thus offered a far better chance of
South West
success than playing three rounds of
Pass
Pass
141
1+
Pass
4 NT
clubs without East ruffing.
Pass
2•
5V
North suggested that attrick four,
Pass
Pass
5 NT
6•
after cashing the A-K of trumps;
Pass
7•
South should have played dummy's
Opening lead - queen of clubs.
ace of spades and ruffed a spade
time,
with the seven. South would next
A blind spot may occur any
any place, and to anyone during the cash the jack of diamonds, cross to
play of a hand. The victim is often dummy's king of hearts and draw
unaware of his mishap or transgres- East's last trump with the queen,
sion until it is pointed out by some- discarding his losing club. South
one(usually a spluttering partner), could then claim the rest with the
and he is then at a loss to explain Thigh hearts in his hand.
Poor South had to agree with his
why he did what he did.
That is what happened to South partner's analysis and was left to
on this deal, where a blind spot cost wonder where he was when the lights
him a cold grand slam. West led the went out.
Tomorrow: A most unusual tale.
Call Now...763-2640
•Legal Decoders Available
•Legal Programming
•5 Year Warranty Plans
•Lightning Protection•
•100',i. Financing
•Visa or MasterCard
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CHECK OUT PEPPER'S
INVENTORY OF QUALITY
PRE-OWNED VEHICLES!
Tango®
Sportswear
All Knits, Rogbys, Wovens
Values To $59.00

Chaps Ralph

College

Lauren®
Rugbys, Wovens,
Sweatshirts

Sweatshirts
Starting at

'25

All $P)050
Now
L.
Ea.

Plaid Wovens
Twin & loan Collars

Ruff Hewn®
Sportswear

Suits, Sportcoats,
Dress Pants
& Shirts

Ea.

All Sweaters
Entire Selection

25

% Off
Men's Cardigans
20% Off

1994 Chevrolet Silverado - Short Wheel Base,
350 Automatic, Alloy Wheels, 7,900 Miles

115,968
'

1994 Chevrolet S-10 LS - Short Wheel Base,
V-6, Automatic, Red with Charcoal Cloth,
26,000 Miles

'11,610'4

1994 Chevrolet Beretta - Garnet Red with Grey
Cloth, 13,000 Miles, Automatic, Cassette

. 1,933'

1994 Chevrolet C1500 Ext. Cab Sliverado
Buckets, A/C, Cassette, 350 Automatic, Alloy
Wheels, 17,000 Miles

117,92300

1993 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer - Garnet with Beige
Two-Tone, 36,000 Miles, Power Seat, Remote
Keyless Entry, 4 Door, 2 WD

'16,47243

1993 Ford Aerostar XL - Full Power, Emerald
Green, Grey Cloth, 27,000 Miles, 7 Passenger

112,964'

1993 Chevrolet Silverado - Long Wheel Base,
350 Automatic, Full Power, Running Boards,
20,000 Miles

113,942"

1993 Chevrolet Camaro Z28 - Purple Pearl
with Charcoal Cloth, Automatic, CD Player,
Power Seat, Alloy Wheels

'"
16,728

1993 Chevrolet Silverado - Sport Side, Teal
Green & Silver, Automatic, Alloy Wheels, 15,000 Miles
1993 Ford Escort Wagon - 28,000 Miles,
• Automatic, LX Package, Air
1993 Ford Thunderbird - Fully Loaded, Power
Seat, Alloy Wheels, 21,000 Miles, Teal With
Charcoal Cloth

1
115,629
'
18,64827

''
11,696

ahgeevrolet Extended Cab - Two Tone, Blue,
53,000 Miles, 1-Owner, Bucket Seats, Silverado
1"
P2
ackC

'14,965'

1992 Sedan DeVIlle - Dark Blue w/Blue Leather,
52,000 Miles, 1 -Owner, New Cadillac Trade

115563"
,

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport - 4 Door,
V-6, Bright Red with Grey Cloth, Full Power,
Alloy Wheels

1
9,333"

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Z34 • 23,000 Miles,
1 -Owner, Red with Grey Cloth, New Truck Trade,
Locally Owned

'13,19643

1992 Oldsmobile Toronado - 36,000 Miles,
1-Owner, White w/Blue Leather, Every Option

114,494"

1992 Camaro RS - V-8, Alloy Wheels, T-top,
CD Player, Automatic, 1 -Owner, New Car Trade
1993 Chevrolet Silverado - Long Wheel Base,
350 Automatic, Full Power, Running Boards,
20,000 Miles
1992 Dodge Dakota - 30,000 Miles, V-6,
5 Speed, Sport Package, Alloy Wheels
1992 Pontiac Sunblrd LE - Aqua with Charcoal
Cloth, 36,000 Miles, Automatic, 4 Door Sedan

1,7824'

113,942"
'8,823"
17,88316

Entire Boy's Department

1991 Trans Am GTA - White with Brown Leather,
T -root, Every Available Option, 48,000 Miles

111,996"

Featuring Tanga",

1990 Cadillac Fleetwood - Front Wheel Drive,
White with Blue Leather, 58,000 Miles

112,486"

Guess",

Tommy Hilfiger

1989 Cadillac Seville - Rosewood with Mauve
Leather, 75,000 Miles, Wire Wheel Covers, Sharp
4 Door Car

1,878"
Pnces do not include tax, tags, title 8. registration fees

Go
Visa • MC • Annex • Discover
Corn-Austin Charge

Open Nightly 'til 8:00
Sunday's 1-5
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